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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
A.

GENERAL
This is

the second in

a series of quarterly prcgress

reports being prepared for the New York Ordnance District by
the Sperry Gyroscope Cor:any on ContrAct DA-30-069-ORD-607.
These reports describe the progress being made on the feasibility of adapting Stinger type fire control and turret design
The program for this contract was out-

to the new 37-mm gun.
lined in

the proposal (Negotiation No. 0.16434-2) dated

January, 1952.
The Stinger is

a short range antiaircraft artillery

weapon designed primarily for use against low flying targets
Originally designed to

having speeds up to 800 miles an hour.
use four caliber .60 guns,

the system is

type structure about 6 feet in
when mounted in

a tank.

contained in a turret-

diameter and about 11 feet high

With minor alterations,

the turret-

type structure can be mounted on a trailed or fixed mount.
Weighing between two and three tons, the Stinger consists

of several separate assemblies which would make air

transport feasible in
of Radar Tracker T8,

an early phase.

Director T42 cnnsistlng

an optical system, and a gyroscope type

1
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Comp.utor T26, provides various combinq-tlons of radnz- and
optical searching and tracking which can be used depending

on the tactical situatiorn.

Tbh. opticRl 3ysteu could also

be used to direct ground support fire.

-

This study has for its objective a gun mount similar

to Stinger mount T135 Axcept that it

will carry two newly

designed 5'7-mm guns instead of four caliber .60 weapons.

Two

versions of the new gun are under development for other
contracts; the T172 (Armour) and the T37 (Dixon).

Both guns

will be conisidered during the course of this study.

Modif ica-

tion,of the mount %,-oaccept the new guns w111 involve strengtheninG the structure, the gearing, and the power aontrols T29,
and providing an amnunition feed and storage system.
A study of the vehicle used for the Gun, Twin 40-mm
Self-Propelled T141 to determine its feasibility for Stinger
ýs to be made.

Brief space studies will be made to determine

modifications of the turret compartment and cockpit of the
vehicle.

The vehicle problem will also include studies of

power supply requirements.
A major portion of the contract Involves the adaptatibfi Of Director T42 to the 37-mm HE shell T81.

Although the

baiidadl role- of' the new equipment is to be the same as for

C

tihi Director T42, the ballistics will be changed considerably
2
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and the effective firing rsnge increased from 2000 yards to
4500 yards. The ballistics chnnge will nffect only the Cornputer T26 whereas the increpsed rnnge will mesn new requirements for- both the Computer T26 and the Tracker TS.

Increased

pickup range for the radar tricker Is expected through the use
of improved r-f components snd Impro~ved receiver techniques.
The principal emphasis In tha fire control study
will be placed upon increasing the accuracy.

The higher max-

I==m tine-of-flight end range both require greater precision
in the rata computation.

At the same time, however, there

will be emphasis upon simplification based on field experience

C

with the two Stinger pilot models.

Different degrees of corn-

puter redesigni will bW..compared analytically to determine the
extent of modification which Is

stif ied f.ý.r fire control

effectiveness.
While consideration will be given to the matter of'
minimizing redesign, dUirector accuracy will not be compromised,
The simplification objectives will limit the amount of exist-j
Ing design 'which can be snlvaged.

Whies some design studies

and testi,-Lg Are involved In this contraict, the number and
scope wvill be sufficient only to decide feasibility.

3.
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13.

SYSTEM STUDIES
The now work to be done with respect to the-overall

Stinger system is concerned with the possible simplification
Of the unit.

Such simplification would be effected by attempting

to reduce the number of components and by simplifying operation,
maintenances and manufacture.

Wi~th bhiis aim.injmi.nd,, the

following changes are proposed for consideration.

Details

of the effect of these changes on the computer are discussed
in Section III
(a). Eliminate stadiametric ranging; use tracer fire with
a speed ring sight as a secondary mode or allow the
target selector operator to set in estimated range
while the turret operator tracks optically Ini azi-'
mauth and elevation.
(b)

Eliminate the manual radar range and m'qnu.s1 radar
angular tracking modes.

(a) Eliminate the tracking scope.
~d)

!=nprove the PPI presentation with respect to resolution and persistence, and eliminate stereo presentation.

(e) Eliminete inclinometers of the present design, and
substitute either sapendulum or a manual turret level

correctionqI-

CONFIDENTIAL
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(f'

Eliminate the3 iniiyrn

CONFIDENTIAL.

ih

nd use the speed

ring sgtfrsudden attacks at low altitudes where
high speed optical acquisition is

Pn

absolute necessity,

but where loiid angles are small and trncer fire is
-

.(g)

adequate.

Add I?? for use on distqnt tArgets picked up by the
radar.

(h) Eliminste emergency operntion on bntteries for the
self-propelled mount..
C.

RADAR STUDIES

During the last quarter very little

considrartion has

been given too the radar for the 37-mm Stinger because manpower
has been concentrated on completion of the second caliber, .60
Stinger.
However, soiiz tought has been given to the redesign
of the transmitter using the Q&.i-305 or some similar high
power magnetron.
-9.

Jý

It is anticipated that a thorough study will

made of the KU band components which have been developr*,:

over the past few years, and that the r-f system will be redesigned to incorporate those components which are superior
to the ones used In the present Stinger radar,,

5
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thought has also besn given to ths Irndicating

The mnin question "'o be answered is whether or not

stereo pr esentqtion will be used in-the redesign.
ýtions will coimmence shortly on this proolem.

Inivestign-

Whether stereo

is used or not, a different type cqthode ray tube will be.
used.

Thar present tube (UPI')

h-,s shortcomings both as to

persistence qualities and resolution.
D.

COMPUTER STUDIES
The computer program Is proceeding on the basis of

three models which are distinguished by-.the Qmount of redesign

0involved.

The design study of the Mlodel 1 Computer is 90 Lper-

cent complete.

This project is presented in Sectin III, in

which the layouts to be found in the rear of this report are
described.

The work specifically remaining on M~odel -1con-

sists of ballistIcs mrech~anism sppoe studies, breadboard tests
of the precession mechanism, And pnckpging studies of the trackIng unit (main section).

During the. latter project some degree

of simplification will be attempted and some changes In the
radar indicators are Anticipated.

The TVA computer tests for

Model 1 as wall a3 Medal 2 will begin In January.

The range

servo tests will probably apply to 9ll three computer models.

CONFIDENTIAL.
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The Yodel 2 Com'puter study has been very Active du.-ing the pqst quarter.
element,

In

addition to a shorter rotating

the design study of this

model now includes a new

type precession mschpnism which promises A distinct
imnrovement

over Model 1.

The new mechqnism

precession torque multiplier)

in

accuracy

(called a

effect divides the lead

angle by modified time of flight.

The two precession servos

are superseded by two RF (or 1/TM)

servos.

described in

Section III,

for breadboard tests.
Computer will

paragraph I,

will

The mechanism,
be built

As presently visuqlized,

shortly

the Model 2

also be considerably simpler than the Model 1.

Packaging and data flow studies are in

progress which will

reduce the number of cams and eliminate much of the gearing
in

the tracking unit.

(See Section III,

pRragraph B.)

The Model 3 Computer studies are expected to begin
during the next quarter.
solution will
drastic

It

is

possible that an approximate

be the bqsis of this study which may permit

simplification compared to Model 1.

This program can-

not begin until the course calculations are complete as these
will

determine

the mach-lnizntion qs well Rs the feasibility

of the approximations.

The
cuistio:s

accuricy study hns begun;

being the first

step.

the target course cal-

This da~a.

when complete,

will:

7
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(a)

$

Furnislh TM values which can be used to study approxi-

mate solutions (Model 3).
(b)

Make possible a balanced study of accuracy requirements
based upon tactical frequency and hit probability.

(c)

determination of specifications

a reAlistic

Facilitate

(L max, PR mnx, TM max," etc.)

SA

or milittry chalraotepistics.

more detailed outline of this
ia Section III,

In

program is

provided.

paraaraph L.

the first

quarterly report two TM computer designs

were discussed, one for the Model 1 Computer and the other for
the Model 2 Computer.

This concept has been changed.

The

Model 1 Ccmputer is now to have a TM computer with PR servos
where the Model 2 Computer will have RP servos.

Other methods

for calculating TM will probably apply equally to either cmputer and will

be indicated by suffixes A and B applied to

TM computer models.
ting it

The A model will

-into VCRF and RCRF.

electronically in

solve for

The Model B will

SCRF by splitsolve for

SCRP

The following table shows the

one step.

differences between models of TM computers.
not listed

the

Any characteristlcs

are the same as for C~mputer T26.

8
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TAB2

DIFFERENCES IN MODELS OF TH
Model IA
Auto Balancing
(VT and HF)
(for PR sirvos only)

TM C!OUPUER

Nodel 13

Nodal 2A

M¶odel 2B

xX

LE? & VHF c ircuitsa

xX

UCH? circuit

x

X

VGA? circuit

IC

x

Electronic SCRF

XX

All of the~se models will have e BCV isolation ampliLi~er added and possibly an automatic-compensator for changes
in gyro speed.

The letter feature would eliminote the need

for a precise power supply.
Progress Report No. 1 mentitoned two programs for the
Improvement of the isolaition amzplifier.
tubes and the other, four tubes.

One involved 2-1/2

It has been found that a

special transformer would be prohibitive in size., and any other
approach would require extensive development.

It Is not yet

evident thpt Isolation amplifier improvement will be essential
for the 357-uu computer., however.

Oreater detail on this prrogram

will be found in Section III* paragrpph J.

9
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In cohnection with the pnArnmeter or' limit, stiudyp considerabls' progress has been made.

The TM computer settling

requirements have been annalyzed and all of' its limits established..
pending'results of the nccuracy and probnbility study.

The

analysis and Its tnbulvt~ed results sire to be found in Section III
paragraph M.

Limits of L mnx, PH max, Ph max and Ph max remain

to be fixed by the probability study and the ballistic effects
limits will be determined under ballistics studies.
Also included in Section III is a report on potentiometer Investigations.

It has been found possibie to order

Helipots with double wipers and tight specifications on resolution and backlash.

The report al-s describes two potentio-

meter life and servo tests which are soon to be made.

Both

programs involve the comparison of several designs and specifically aim to evAluat~e slide wire potentiometers made by
G. M. Giannini. and Co.
E.

TDURE

AND VEHICLE STUDIES
During the pest quarter additional design work has

been done on the mounting and equilibration of the guns and
an the storage and feeding almmnition.
prenent state of these 'studies follows.

A brief listing of the
Further discussion

will be found In Section V.

10
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(a)

Ammunition will, te hung In e vertical column from two
simple racks, and be pu'lle1d from the t'ecks by boos'ers.
The boosters will deliver the rounds Into extern~vl
flexible chutes for supply to the guns.

(b)

It

is proposed that an extension to the receiver on

the Armour gun (T172) be made so thiat the gun may be
bolted to the turret trunnion.
(c) Tbe Dixon gun (T37) will be9 mounted in a cradle which
in turn will be bolted to the turret trunnion.
Design work started and carried out durin~g this
quarter included work on the azimuth power control package, an
:examination atf clearances and supports in the vehicle., a study
of the const~ruction of the upper and lower' structures, and
work on the main azimuth bearing with a view to the. adequate
distribution of firing loads to the balls.
Engineering work on this subject also Included three

extensive Computations which will be of assistance in the
turret servo analysis.

The first was the approximation of a

sample gun reaction-tize dingrnm by a Fourier sine-cosine
aeries of the form
ftt)

* 4-Zt

a~ sinnR ot +

b. cosn aoat.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The coefficients sop an# and b. for the first -seven harmonies
were determined.

Thd sec-ond concerned the determine9tion off

the spring constant for the azimuth power gear box.

The

third was a computation of the rotqtional moment of inertia
of the turret about; its azimuth 9xis qnd or the gr~ns about
the *levatihn axis. IAdditional engineering work was conearned with the distribution of firing loads into the main
azimuth bearing, and with namisntIon booster performance.
A reexamination of the primary electrical power
supply for Stinger was begun with a view to the possible
substitution of a 400-cycle, tbrae-phase, 115-volt supply
for the 28 volt d.c. supply presently used.

CONFIDENTIAL
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SECTION II
TRIPS AND VISITS
Mr. T. Williams visited WAtertown Arsenal to discuss
the feapibility of helical gun equilibrator springs.

In spite

of the experience with this type- of spring on Skysweeper, it
Is felt that with care a s-itisfactory helical spring can be
made.

Extreme fibre stresses of 155,000 to 190,000 pounds

per square inch have been used In the past although some breakage has been experienced.

For St-tnger service a stress of

125,000 pounds per square inch wns agreed on.

5

~Mr. T. S. 'iilliams visited Detroit Arsenal to discuss
the asdaptationf of the Gun, Twin 40-mm self-propelled, T141 toaccept the Stinger turret.
Mrz.

T. S. Williams visited Armour to confer with them

on mounting of the Armour gunm and to keep up to date on the
design work on their gun.

They are considering shortening the

belt pitch to 2 86 Inches ind designing a push-thru type link.
Mr.*T. S. Williams visited Dixon Research together

with Mr. S. Rosenblum or Armour Institute to di3CUSS a proposed
push-thru type link.

01
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.Drowes

6nac

?

J.

Hoffman

vislted Vicke~rs, inc.., Detroit, Y~iehign, to d~zcuss design
techniques for the pow.ir controls on Stinger. Topics
discussed included relief Valves, pipe length, oil. co-olera,
strokIng system, pilot valve, and details of construction-~of
the
_-proposed hydraulic breqdboird.

There was some discussion

regarding the possibility of using an hydraulic ram
to drive
the Cuns in elevation and on constnnt speed hydraulic
drives
for alternating current generators.
Mr. C. M. Jnnsky visited Rnytheon Manufacturing Co..
to observe operation of a type "K-357 recording tube
and to
discuss a direct view storage tube based on the saye
principle
which might be suitable for presentntion of Stinger
rad.'-r
information. Such A tube would store information and
present
it, as needed by the turret operator for ncquisiticn,
for
longer periods than possible with the present long persistence
tubes.

144
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C014PUTER STUDIES
A.

MAIN~ SECTION, MAODEL I COMPPTER
During the lost quarter,, study, of t~he Kcda1 1 Computer

was confined to the procession mechpniz=.

Stadlnametric rang-

ýing Is strictly an emergency mods of doubtful value, and its
elimination will make it possible to remove-the range servo
from the computer main section.

Therefore, the range servo

design study hns becow-9 plirt of the study for the ballistic
mechanism for the Modal 1 Computer.

5

The precession mechanism

progress for Model 1 Is discussed In paragraph G of this section.
B.

MAIN SECTION, MODEL 2 COMPUTBR
During the past quarter, work wqs begun on the gen-

eral configurmtiori, block diagrams, mechAnizatiori, 9nd goals of
simplification of the main section for the Model 2 C~omputer.

-1.

Cams Required
At present it appeqrs that three cams will, be used

In the Model 2 Computer compared with the seven usel on Corn-j
puter T26. -Two. cams will be needed for the 3scanner drive and
part of their output may be used for the combining 31a33.
cos L function is at present derived from q cam.

The

Thiough other

isi
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posaible elterrnaives exist, a cam is possibly the best method
of deriving cos L to .001 which may be the accurAcy required.

Gnms used to obta!n LPL, VPL9 LS and VS may be ellminrted as
described in

paragraphs 2 and 3 below.

Lead Input of Precession Torque Multiplier

2:

In

an attempt at simpliflactIcn it

is

felt

that the

number of cams can be reduced without loss of accuracy.

A

reduction of 2 cams would be accomplished by.deriving the LPL
and VPL cam signals-as

follows

VPL and LPL are multiplied by RF to obtain VPR and

LPR which torque the gyro.
YPL-RF = VPR

LPL-RP = LPR
VPL =

sin L
in

sin VLG

si
- LG cLos LG sim- LLG
LPL = sin

The leAd Input of the precession torque multiplier has an inherent sine function enabling the Insertion of VW0 and L.G
while correcting R? for the difference between VPL

"directly

and sin VLG as well as "etween
actual

e*ehlanizatIon In

Input ttms

LPL and sin Lra.

which the rote is

Below

is

the

a product of Lead

IRF Input.

1-3
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PR = (Lead input; (R? input)

VPR =(sin VLGI!,aR

(sin LU

"LPR = (sin L,L)I

L

cos Ld • R

L

Sl

L cos LG) vary no
Lnd(Sin
ssin L
sinT
sin Imore than 5 percent end 2.5 percent respectively throughout
The functions

the entire range of LG.

Due to the small v-riqtion in these
The means by

functions they should be simple to mech-nize.
which they
quarter.

Pre

multiplied by RF will be studied in the next

The RH input of the precession torque multiplier will

be called VRF and LRF for the respective units.
3.

LS and VS drive
To attain in part the objectives described in the

first

quarterly progress report for the Model 2 Computer study

namely,

width reduction, Increased accuracy,

and simplification

of the computer - and the simpler objectives d
Model 1 Computer study,

icribed for the

an engineering investigation of the

combining glass drive wqs initiated.

17
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Initimlly, work wis concentrated on a quhntita t ive
analysis of the LZSU And VSM functions inscribed on the cams
driving the combining glass.

It

was found th't

the LSV func-

tion could be approximated by a function of LLG and LIG, and
that the VSV function could be approximated by a function of
VLG and VIC.

Thus,

it

appears feasible at this time to elim-

Inate the LSM and VSX cams from the computer without s-igni-fcant loss of accuracy.
It

was further noted that with n small loss of accuracy,

VSM could be approximated as a function of VIM only.
if

this approximation were acceptable,

Sneed

it

Thus,

would eliminate the

for a mechanical differential required for the summatloni

of the VLG and VLC functions as considered above.
suggests the possibility that a change in

It

further

the gimballing of

the combining glass may permit the introduction of the lateral
component of aided laying directly between the gyro and the
search prism.

This would then reduce the motion of the com-

bining glass to motion about one axis only.

Mechanization of

the combining glass would be greatly simplified, and greater

"accuracy could be expected from the mechanical simplification.
Yet, because of the attendant high shaft values associated with the combining glass,

it

is

planned to Initiate

a comprehensive study to determine the most desirable methol

18i
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In addition to tha po3sible

of dizplacing the reticle.
solutions described in

the precedinG paragraphs, -the use of

an illuminated cross haIr to be displnced in

a focel plane,

either directly beyond the search prism, or ia
optics assembly will be investigated.

the internal

The question as to
the focel

whether the components of crcss-hair motion in

plane can be made 9 function of the alrendy existing shaft
drives will have to be investigated.

4.

VB Mechanization
It

is hoped that the VB servo can be eliminated and

that VBL can be introduced As P correction of torque in
VBL for the 37-mm Stinger vill

manner similar to LBL.

a
be of

greater magnitude than for the present .60 caliber Stinger d.ue,
to the increased time of flight which allows for n greater
This greater magnitude of

gravity drop of the projectile.

VBL will require greater emphasis on its
If
called VBPR,

accuracy.

VBL can be introduced as a precession rate correction
the PE servo will become an FE servo end will

position the FE synchros directly.
derived by adding PE and VB,

In Computer T26,

FE is

each from individual servos,

through n mechanical differential.

&lso,

-

FS -TVL

SE

I
I
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where
T.?L

VP
VL"+VP

V+VBL
VL

formerly
S3

P

-,VL

Tl±e irvvestigntion of this machanization hqs yet to be made.
5.Q9 Mechanization (For Bql'istic C~rrec~tions, Only)
With the exis'-ence of nn FF.' servo, P mrore exact
solution for QE may re sult, for In the Computer T26 Q~is
appk'oxiniated by making It

q function of PH plus tilt.

This

mechanization requires 9 QE servo, for tilt Is an electrical
signal coming from the inclinomebers, which must be added to
FE. Actually, QE should be 4 function of FE plus tilt which
will be simpler to mechqnize, for an FEP servo-now exists.
Also, if' tilt existed A~s

-~

mechanicnl motion QE could be ob-

taine d by adding PE qnd tilt with o mechanicAl differential.
Such an arra-ngement will be studied.
A study will be mide to determine the feasibility of
using on'.y FE to represent QE, this being R meqns of simplification.

The magnitude of the error of such an approximntion

and the probqbili'.y of lArge tilt angles will govern its
feasibility.
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ballistic correction without adding It to FZ to obtain QE.
This could be done eiectrical'y without the need of a servo
gear train.
8.

LocatioIoxand Ppckaging of TP and DO Servos-The pos-sible otl1imintIon of Atadiametric renging as

a required mode of ranging ~for the, 37--mm Stinger would eliminate
the necessity of locating the ranges servoInside the computer
main section.

Thus, in line witn the planned engineering and

des-Ign studies to be made on the range servo itself, the oppor-

tunity presents itself to make a thorough packaging study ofI
the TP and Do servos.I
The primnry functions or the time of flight an~d range
servos are the determination of the response factor of the
sensitivity computer.

The two servos are funlctional~ly comfpli-

Mentary and are similar.

Thu~s, It would seem logical that they

should bac made physically adjacent.

The probable elimination

of the Q3 servo fromi the 37-mm Stinger would offer the apportunity of inserting the DO serv-' in the ballistic mechanism assembly, located In ths lower structure.
Inserting the rnnge servo In the b*llistic nmohanism
seems to offer the following advs~anags.
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(9)

Fewer leads are required to the c~omputer main section.

(b) Becauto of the proximity of the computer servo and
isolation amplifiers to the ballistic unit., shorter
leads between the range servo and related chassis may
be used..
(c) ElnIination of some extrnneous sources of heat from
tshe computer main section can be accomplished.
(d) Additional space will be available In the computer

main section.I
(a) Greater concentrstion of the components of the TM

computer Is possible.j
Consideration should be given' to locating all second.-ary ballistic Inputs, excepting perh~ps wind corrsction, along
the left-hand cockpit wa~ll, where the relative air density input and dial assembly are now located.
Yet before any finsyl decision can be reached, con-

sideretion will hove to be given to overall wiring and pgckegIng of Stinger components :in order to insure maximum economy
of design.'
-7.. Packaging and Data Flow
If the previously mientioned changes are made, on
ovrallU simplification of the computer psickjaging appears P0ssiblie.
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The a ix synchros& (fine Pnd c~corss for TEL, SZ, nd FE)
on the left haend dial panel. In the Computer T295 will be relocated to lie with the main computer gearing under the
rotating-element.

Such an arrangement will Increase accuracy

and reduce backlash by eliminnting long gear trains and comnplicated bevel gear driVes to the dial panel.

The dials on

the left hand dial pnnel which nre driven by -these gear trains
will also be moved under the rotating element.

They will

be visible for test purposes from the front of the computer.
Thb data flow of the proposed computer is shown in
block diagram form in figure 3-1.

There ere three cams, a

_reticle drive, a rota9ting element and five mecabnical differC
entials in this arrangement.
The reticle drive shown in the figure is not the
simplest but it

is one which is feasible.

The vertical drive

of the reticle is by VLG alone while the latersl drive is a
function of LLC from the cam unit w-ith an additional correction
made by providing a pulley ratio other than two to one between
the search prism and the gyro.

Other possible arrangements Will

be studied.

O
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"The LWZ and VLC cams are someans of obtaining the
;-TLL and TYL motion with the Greqtest e9(curacy.

The LLW Ond

VLW data actually corractos for the difference between TLL
and X LM0 and between TVE, and 1CVLG respectively.

TLL is

mecha Inized by adding K1 LT4A and LWC through a mechani-cal dif.ferential.

A differential has been eliminated by obtaining

SE from the subtraction of VTX from GYZ instead of the method
used In the Coniputer T26 where XC
2 VIZ would be added to VLC to
obtain TVlL which would in turn-be subtracted from Pg. -The

addition of LLW and. GYE gives SE

9s

follows: (assumaing VEL =0,

so that TVL= VL + VBL= IL)

S

TV1L =K2 VLGIYVLC
and
SE = FE -TYL
GYK

F-I VLG

therefore
SE

=GYK -VLC

where K2

The possibility of using the new V~lM'

1

X3 VLG) instead of

VLC in this equation, or vice 'versa, will be investigated
shortly.

24
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K
The differential adding LU

to GYE nullifies the

trunnion effect occurring while transferring LM to the rotating element.

on the rotating element displqces the lateral

LU

pickoff coils and

the lead input to the l=Iternl precession

6s

torque multiplier.

-

Two trunnion effects must be corrected to obtain
VLG in

the verticol

effects

precession torque multlple.

subtract GYE and LWG,

differential,

but by adding F- and LTG with one

VLG will be computed.

F1 + LLG

8.

These trunnion

-

GYE

-

LLG = VL*

Computer Narrowing Program
The lntest engineering and design studies of the

mounting of the 37-mm gun on the upper structure seem to

indic-

ate that interference between the guns -nd the computer will
be restricted

to possible contact between the gun barrels and

the Winchester plug bcxes of the computer only.
time,

since th,

Thus,

at

this

plug boxes can be redesigned anu relocated

without great difficulty,

no necessity exists to reduce computer

width.
However,

until

final

mounting of 37-•m

the study of possible reduction in
pursued.

guns is

computer width will

approved,
be

R-duction of computer width would eliminnte all

25
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3
Interference between the guns

Ind the co.-aputer plug boxes,

Increase cle-nrnce between the barrels and the computer cover,
and decrease pbysical size of. the computer.
9.

Prospective Indicator Tube Changes
Some amount of redesign i3 planned for the indicating

-system.

As indicated previously, little

consideration has been

given to the problem during the past quarter because of the work
being done on the caliber .60 Stinger.

It

seems probable that

with further investigation a larger system of presentation will
be recommended.
Use of two iiidicator tubes, with 3-inch diameter tube
faces as at pirient, but with greqter persistence and resolution,
coupled with increased magnification of the optics, will necessitate redesign of the computer indicator opticals.
Use of two indicator tubes, with 6-inch diameter
tube faces to increp.se the presentation, offers Another posBible so'ution.

Because of the major repackaging and redesign

studies being underzaken on the computer main section, the
6-inch tube face diameter dimension does not appear to offer
insurmountable difficulties.

However,

if

the increase in tube

face diameter Is .9ccompanied by increase in tube length, it
may prove impossible to maintnin the tubes in their present
""
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lo-cation without increo.sing the width -f the computer.
it is deairabis

Sin~e

to decrease the width of the enmputer It may

be necessary to relocnte the indicator tube assemblies.

This

would necessitnte--considernble redesign of the optics.
If stereo presentntion is no longer required, radar
preenatonmight be envisioned through only one 6-inch dia*moter bube.
ficu~ties.

This would eliminate any serious packaging difThe external optics might need tk-o be relocated

somewhat to compensate for possible increase in tube length.I
However,, these modificit ions sppenr to be of minor Importance.
Further, use of only one indicator for the radar presentation
may permit simplification of the external optics, which requires
two head positions on the computer T26.
C.- ROTATING ELEMM~, KODEL 2 COIIPuTEn
Redesign of the rotating element Is necessary becausea
of the expected need for nnrrowing the computer main section
to make room for the 37-mm guns.

A studIy was made of the

feasibility of shortening the rotating element to accompli.ah
this.
No. 1.

The results were reported in Quarterly Progress Report
Since no further changes h~.ve arisen in the )bdol 2

rotating element length,, this project Is closed.
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MAIN SECTION, MODEL 3 COMPUTZR
The study of the Model ZComputer ha 9 not progressed

far enough to produce any schematics.

it is expected that

design studies 'will begin during next. quarter.
E.

BALLISTIC MECHTANISM
The design studies of the ba~llistic mechanism for

Model 1 and 2 Computers are scheduled for March 1953 and for
the Model 3 Computer in May 1953.

They will follow the

ballistic studies which are presently being deferred because
of conflicting work on Director T42.

3

The bm'llistic studies

will determine how the corrections to basic projectile velocity are to be .mechnnized, together with the wind and gravity
deflections.
P.

PREECESSION NECHANISM Y(ODEL 2 AND 3 COMPUT'ERS
The precession mechanism study is the Most Important

project In the computer study.

It has changedý Its direction

considerably since the previous progress report, because,a nowI
prInciple was discovered for applying torque to the gyroscope.
The non-linear approach and the coarse and f ine approach have
been dropped from the study provrnm iand the servo aspect of
the projeet has been greatly eased.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The erru.r-in the T25 pr~casson mechanism was
ljarg,31. one of data transmission, q- explained In the previous
progress report.

The problem of establishing procession rate
was formidable from

to an accuracy of one pArt in 2l1,6O00*

the mechanical. viewpoint even if a slide wire potentiometer
and an unusually tight servo were to be utilized.

AS explained

in paragz~aph I of this section, ths3 mechanical and

58Z'vQ

ac-

curacy requirement is relaxed by ton to one when the data
transmitted becomes RF (reciprocal

of

modified time o: flight)

instead of pre.cession rate, PR. .Th,3 precession rate is now
established by a linkage which multiplies RF as a force by a
lever arm, to produce A torque on th1e gyroscope.." The lever
arm Is made to vary in effect proportionally to sin L.

Since

the maximum rate of ±1600 mils per second will now be produced
by varying two motions (PR and sin L) instend of PR alone, all
resolution problems are relieved. Another advantage of the
precession torque multiplier is that the R? voltage is always
positive.

Consequently, no amplifier is required to maintain

two balanced RF voltages.

Neither Is a balanced ±VT required

for servo feedback potentiometer exccitation.

*2.00=2

PR mIaxxTH ma~x DP ir&A x10

-3

3200xl5x 4 .5

*2.0
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Considerable study was devoted during the past
qunrter to the problem of producing a vqrying force proporapproach would seem

The most .trqightforward

to RF.

tional

to be the mountJng of q solenoid of n mngnetic torquer on
Such torquing methods are widely used on

plate.

tfe-le

other gyro ingular rate computers and
It

was found,

however,

Pre

highly developed.

that the Stinger PR mx -nd gyro

angular momentum are so high as to require the torque to
be amplified roughly 16 times,

while the large pickoff error
far

(±6 degrees) would cause the armature displacement
the operating limits of.the torquer.

Because of the wide
other gyro computers,

use of magnetic torquing techniques in

of adapting them to Stinger was studied at

the feasibility
great length.
adaptable

beyond

It

was concluded that these techniques are

to Stinger.
Many arrangements of linkages were studied,

with the

object of cancelling out the armature displacement resulting
from pickoff errors.

This proved impossibl3 without cancelling

out the torque as well is

the displacement,

however.

One

solution to the mn-netic torque approach was conceived,
shown by figure 3-2.

In

system,

this

a

servo is

wipe out any displacement by moving the mngnet
such displacements become large.

In

comparing

as

provided to
stator
this

before
arrangement
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£
with that of the precession torque multiplier, no advantage
simplicappercat other -than A slight improvement In mechanical
design
ity. 3ven this conclusion is questionible until a
of the
study Is made., More significantly, there is the bulk
to the
electromagnet or torquer, which might Pdd 30 percent
to hAving a
volume of each precession mechanism. In addition
servo for each axis and qn added pickoff, extra electronics

constantj
will be required to power the torquer and to provide
current eicitntion. If pursued furt~her, the electromagnetic
research.
approach would also require extensive laboratory

abandoned

Although it probably is feasible, this method was
without further invest igat ion of the problems of

nutation)p
torquer lineArity, inertia (with respect to gyro
not expected
electronic design, or mechanical design. It was
because It was
that linesrily would be too serious 9 problem,
did not
not a mq..ter of resolution. However, some components
look too promising in this respect.

New P-c cozmponents are now

comn-under development by Midwestern Geophysical Laboratory
years they
parable to their No. 9 Torque Motor. If In a few
desired for
can app-rosch the torque nad linearity requirements
the precession torque multiplier, electromagnetic torquing
might become simple enough to consider.
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The decision a.gainlst generating- the force magnetically,
was made largely because it would be more complar

uith present

day components than to use, a servo for crenting a spring force
proportiontal to RI'.

Therefore, the present program has been

restricted to the latter method, As described in more detail
In paragrnph I of this section.
Referring to paragraph I a.nd to figure 3-3, It

will

be seen how the precession torque multiplier has been designed
for laboratory brendboard.

An RI' servo has effectively been

in amted on the lead place, in place of the electromagnet or
torquer originally contemplaited.

In order to meet space limit-

ations, the -RI servo motor is actually extern~il to the lead
plate, and drives the linkage and potentiometer through its
tlmnion.

Instead of actual~y displacing the precession spring

lIn proportion to RF, the varying RI' force is produced by chang-lug the angle of the spring force vector.

A further refinement

is described whereby parts of the Eimbal corrections Are comnb~ned with the two RI' servo Inputs.

As a result the lateral

RI' servo is called LRF And the vertical servo is VHF.
*

G.

DR.-CESSION NECHANISK,

MIODEL 1 COMPUTER

A design study of the precession unit for Model 1
*

Computer was completed eary in the quarter.

Main objectives

for this study were greater potentiometer Rccuracy, improved
32
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vcauracy,

and refined nljuzstmont proviision!s.

The

ten-turn SAX 33B Halipot. mentioned in the previous quarterly
report is no longer conte mplated for Modql 1, because of it_"

roller

wiper.

A complete discussion of the potentiometer sit-

uation is to -be found in pnrpgraph if of this section.

The

design studies made,were strictly fronm the spqce vie'wpoint
with regard to potentiometers.

It has been proven feasible

to mount ten-turn potentiometers In the units,. with~ut increasing the dimensions of the rotAting element.

T-ae dixren-

sions for these components were based upon those of Helipot
type AN ball bearing 0.02 percent units, although the multiturn potentiometer mirket is quite fluid at present.

The

final reconmmendption of thais study might be for a slide wire
potentiometer, 9 dual finite resolution potentiometer, a
composition potentiometer, or a multi-turn unit made by one
of the newer vendors.'

Figures 3-4 And 3-5 show A design in-

volving a ten-turn Helipot.

A twenty-turn unit appears

mounted on its side (parallel to the gyro spin axis) in figure
3-6.

In the LFR -mechanism, it has been shown in a 7ertical

position in figure 3-7 and 3-8.

Another layout, figure 3-9

proved that thp potentiometer was too long to be mouinted Vertically In the VR servo.

In each case the gearing has been

altered for the new shaft Values.

The motor ratios have been
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imnproved by about two to ona in terms or =11s; per second per
revolution but could not-be Improved greatly with respect to
the potentiometer.

The lntter rntios are:

T26 compu:ter: 7.8 to 1
Ten-turn Helipot: 8.27 to 1
Twenty-turn Hel~ipot: 4.1? to 1
The design work hna been h-ilted Indefinitely until the servo
studies nnnlyza the requirements as to motor size, friction
errors, inertia, maximum ra-Ies (PR max) and mqxj~murt Pccelerqions

(Mmix).

The potentiometer life tests and servo tests

will also produce a decision As to which layout will be proposed, and will help to specify the potentiometer more exactly.
FL-Ures 3-7 and 3-8 indicate that a twenty-turn finite
resolution potentiome~ter is too long to be mounted for proper
access without aztensiva redesign of the rotating element castings.

It Is not certnin whether Model 1 should permit that

much change In the Computer T126 design.

!!owov~r. n twenty-

turn slide wire potentiometer (if proven feasible) would be
about the some length As ftetn-turn He91pot, arnd could be.
Inssrtad In any of the twenty-turn potent lome tor layouts
r-ide so far.
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In all of these 'Yodel 1 precession mechanism layouts
great attention was given to mechanical precision batween .the
potentiometer and the torque rack.

In anticipating Improvements

along these lines,-however, figures 3-6, 3-7, 3-8 Pnd 3-9 included studies of a worm or screw drive for the rack.

A test

program is

contemplated to determine the feasibility of this-

approach.

Further study is

of backlash elimination.
problems,

Also planned as to various methods

The tests will investigate the servo

comparing the friction and inertia of the worm drive

with conventional spur gearing.
until

Such a program cannot be planned

the outcome of the potentiometer tests is

known.

Figure 3-10 shows n design for improving the adjustment
of zero rate when the lead is

zero.

This is

known as the

"creep" adjustment, and consists mechanically of displacing the
potentiometer with respect to the torque plate.

In the layout

this adjustment is provided by loosening two locking screws
and moving the scotch yoke relative to the torque rack.

H.

POTENTIOMNTER STUDIES
During the post quarter, the potentiometer problem has

been studied with less emphasis upon the precession servo andI
more upon the range servo nnd the new RFU servo, for Model 2
Computer.

It was mentioned In the preceding teport that two

A
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wire potentiometers were under considerlation:- a Sperry'

-slide

xsde unit. end a unit to be purchased from Go U. Gioqnnini and
Co.

The former layout wns completed and rejected on the basis

of excessive inartia.

On the other hand, some units ntianufac-

tured by Giannini have bien received in values of 1000 and
In the ten-turi model, 2500 ohms is considered the

2000 ohms.
maxlmu

practio~ble resistance value.

It has been learned that

I

a slide wire unit is under development by the Fielipot Corporation.
A 1000 ohm ten-turn slide wire potentiometer is
shown In figure 3- 11.

This shows the continuous wire used to

produce infinite resolution, simulaiting conventional potentio-

3

meter with an infinite 'number of windings.

For comparison a

-three-turn conventional Helipot has been illustrated-in figure, 3712.

This pictures the internal construction of the units

used In the T26 precession servo.

During the past quarter it

has been reveiled thnt. the -Gia9nnini slide wire design produces,
a linenrity of 0.05 percent, nnd 0.02 percent is promised in the
near future.

The Giannini component is bheing considered, as-

pecially for the Model 1 precessiorn servo qnd the Lrodel 2 RF
servo.

It cannot be contemplated for the range servo feedba~mk

position, however, because resistance is too low.
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In order to detor~mine the fensibility of the slld5

manfneure

byGiannini, !{elipot, Rattray, and .9lectrornnth.

All of these units except the first nre finite resolution
designs, Pnd one Helipot is to be tested which has a roller
wiper.

The tests are to emphasize the effects of Eervo

oscillation upon noise, lffnenrity, bncklash, loose windings,
etc.In

ddiionto determining failure due: to iepr, the

slide wieuiswill be evaluated on the basis of wire

3r

et

ln willbendfoeniomnatstsuca.

humidity, temperature, vibration, etc.
Wieawaiting the results of the potent-fometer
life tests, potentiometers are being ordered for the servo
tests in this contract.

On the assumption that sons defect

will appegr in the slide wvire design, nn attempt Is being made
to maximize the suitability of finite resolution potentiometars

I-

for servo applications.

Ten-turn bill. bearing Hail'pots

have been ordered with 3ouble tandem wipers for test 1,n the

range servo, the precession servo (Model 1) and the response
factor servo.

IDpots

In order to study the relationship between

potentiometer Imperfectionis sand servo troubles, these Haell-

have been ordered wl:h "prazise rý-_Icns" of a(2. percent
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linearity,

specifying no shorted windings or boope windings.

Backlash has been limited uo 0.01 percent,
been developed for measuring it.
been ordered because it
so

eccentrically,
If

and a method has

No roller wiper units have

has been reported that they wear

as to develop a bouncing action eventually.

the slide wire potentiometer proves to be-eA

doubtful feasibility, it

is

probable that the breadboard

servo tests will include investigations of the effects of
the following:
(a)

Sleeve bearing Helipot

(b)

Dual ball bearing Helipots in parallel

(c)

Double wiper ball bearing Helipot

(d)

High-resolution (16000 turns) Helipots

(e)

Precise Region versus normal region (comparing.
the single dual And double wiper arrangements)

(f)

Effects of reduced wiper tension on dual and
double wiper units

(g)

Effects of optimum spacing between double wipers

(h)

Composition slide wire potentiometers (Micromax)
It

was originally intended to conduct range servo

breadboard tests as well n-s servo tests of the precession
mechanism.

C

In the cqse of the Model 2 Computer, the pro-

cession servo tests will become RF servo tests (distinct
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The potonfltom.etsr. and genr 1train in the above

system would -havi to neasu-a PH to an occuracy of .0.1 mil
per second (=p3) at low rates.

As discussed In the previous

quarterly reports this accuracy would be-difficult to achieve
with the above mechanism.
4LI

The flow mechanism will be termed a prece3sion
torque mult plier.

It differs from the existing mechanism

In that the ~ension in the arm varies.

This allows the mech-

anism to have two inputs which are multiplied together, namely
Lead x RF = PA*.' Such a System has no gear train or potentiometer as a function of PH and, therefore, Is not conce rnad
with the accuracy requirements of, Pit.

(See figure 3-14.)

ýThe Introduction of R? io- .be' major problem of the
precession torque multiplier.

It appeArs that 3F must be

measured to at least; one part In three thousand, as is shown
belc~w.
The travel of RF is for the present design 4 see
to-isec
therefore

Rx4

.013se1
3000

The -actual equ-ation mechanized In:
Lead X HF x AN

TG = AM~PH

wherea TG is tbt3 torque at the gyroscope, andI
AN

the (oonstant) angular moment,= of the gy_-oscope.
40
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Maxim'm error will occur for a 2000 yd. .C,

400 yps TV

target when RP =

This occurs

or TM = 14 sec.

394

when opening fire (D? ý 4500 yds).

The associt ted precession

rate ocuurring for such a target is

about 13.3 213 per

second.

N•oW

(Lead). -(B)

=P
PR

and to find the va'ue of Lead for

8n

error of RF of .0013

sec -1 at a PR of 13.3 mils per second we can say
=-

UPR)
Lead =-- RF

13.3L

KL = 186.2

-

(PR)

RF + RF

13.3

182.9 = 3.3 ails

Ara EL_ of 3.3 mils at 4500 ycs. DP corresponds to
8

14.8 yard- EN (error normal to the trajectory).

This 14.8

yard error illustr-tes why an upper limit for RF must be very
conservatively chosen..

(See Section IV.)

If

R? maximum can

be reduced from 4 to 2 as a result of the probability studies,
thls EN will be cut in half
ERFp

Moreover,

as a result of reduction in

14.8 yards mean point of error may prove

compatible with the system dispersion at 4500 yards.

If

neither of these Conclusions is reached, however, there is
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proSpct for obtsining or.

=O'A

6000 F7 sevo qccl~rqcy

pqrt in

throug•

use of 9 tnn-turn helipot or a slide wire potentlo-

rater.

Thi3 subject has been discussed in

this

parngrpph H of

section.
Lead will be introduced from the existing deflec-

tion gear train

(LLD

Ing about point P.

and VLG)

and will

position the arm rotat-

ThIs arm may be positioned in

with the same accurAcy as in

figure 3-13.

taken on the T26 precession mechanism it
arm in
arc.

figure 3-14

From avniilable data
is

tension 7an be positioned to better

known that

than 1/3 mil of

The arm can rotate through 1060 mils (60').

the arm can be positioned to one part in
introduced with an accuracy of

the

Therefore,

3000 or Lead is

J±540 oil) =

l

or 1-5

yards at 4500 yards.
At present the means of introducing RF i3
Servo which rotates

a spring in

constant tension,

by an RF

thereby

changing the tension on the arm applying torque to the gyro.
A more detailed explanation follows in
torque multiplier is

designed for

which the precession

minimum variations of torque

output with pickoff error.

The proposed precession torque multiplie.- is
the spring torque mechanism used in

3

Computer T26,

basically

to which

the means to introduce another coordinqte of dqta has been added.
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Both mechanis.s feqture the use of springs under essentially
constant tonsion; both mechanisms feature vqriation of the
torque applied to the gimbal arm by varintion of the angle
through which the spring tension acts.
Computer T26,

But while in

the

the magnitude of the effective lever arm is

a function of but one mechanical input (precession rate),
the magnitude of the effective lever arm in
torque multiplier is

the precession

the resultant multiplication of two

separate mechanicnl inputs, lead and response factor.
The proposed arrangement
The exact mechanization cn
can be seen,

is

be made in

shown in

figure 3-15.

the final design.

the torque on the gimbRl arm (GO)

As

can be changed-,

by vnrying the angle of the "lead" plate through motion of
the rack X, and also by varying the "RF"
motion of the rack Y.

plate (PF) through

Closer inspection of the proposed

mechanism will show the need of coupling motion of the RF
plate to the motion of the lead plate,
pivot point B is

not inherently

so that motion of the

-companied by a viriation

In the torque applied about B by the spring CF.
In addition, the following considerations must be
made in designing this linka6e.
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(a) N~ot ion of the gimbal qrm (GO) reprosaints pickof
error.

In order to r=aintoin zero torque conditions

for other than zero pickolT errors, it .1s required
that axis A must pass through the centerline of
axis G.
(b) To permit trAnsfer of lend data about trunnion'P
through the "laid" plate to the torque Arm CBA,
axis 0 must pass through the cen'terline of trunnion P.
(a). To maintain constant spring tension, Axis C must
pass through the centerline of ýrunnion P.
Md

The line PD must not pass through the pivot point B
so that It will be impossible to apply a compressive
force on link arm OA.

(Normally, this will not occur

because RB' is greater than zero.)
(e) The torque arm CBA must be balanced to prevent Its
rotetion-when the whole mechanism is subjected to shocks
or forces caused by rotation of' the tur~ret.
The proposed arrangement introduces error through
.variation of spring tension when a-pickoff error io in evidence.
.The torque required to attain the maximum precession rate now
-under consideration Is 3.1345 inch pounds.

The problem was to

select a spring Of such a magnitude and length as to minimize
errors in torque due to the presence of pickcoff errors and to
minaizie as well the spring extension required to attain maximum torque.
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Initially, It ioe found thq't errors '-ould be minimized by locating the pivot point B on a line Pt right angles
to the torque arm position 0~..
It was realized that manxim=m error would occur when
full lead and full R? have been Introduced in conjunction with
a moximum pi.ckoff error of M6 degrees (i.e. the gimbal arm
OG is caused t~o rotete, through 8 degrees).
linkage under such conditions with AtB
in figure 3-1.6..

Ailayout of the

=1.00

Inch Is presented

The result of this study indicated the most

desirable spring rAte as being 1.16 pounds per Inch.

In order

to acconmmodate a spring with P 1.16 pounds per Inch constant, it
Is necessary to introduce a togale arm DPE (see figure 3-15
and 3-16) which pivots at P. The spring can then be halved
anid each half can be connected between P and 9, and C and D.
The percentage error in the.gimbal torque under these conditions has been calculated to be 2.4 percent when the lead is
in one direction and 1.2 percent when in the other direction.
These errors may app~ear to be high, but When we Consider that
maximum lead 9nd maximum RP sire Introduced with maximum pickoff these errors become negligible,

and from rill ccnsiderations

this seems to be the beat nrraIngfinnt that can be desired.
The design of the verticql precession torque multiplier
(See figures 3-17

h93 been completed 9nd Is being detiiled.

8nd 3-3.)

T&his unit will. vilow for the direct 'Introduction of
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.9~lh~
end plate Is poaitioned

V7.G rs A Oelsd input in

throuch rndiwl ge-rirg Instead of 4 r-nck, thereby giving
the sine of VWo

(as discuszed in the elimination of the

LPL anri VPL cams).

The RF servo has Its potentiomenter

mounted on the lend plate eliminatinr, the trunnion effect
which wouldc ocaur If the potentiometer was mountead off the
lend plete.

The motor le not r-cunted on the leqd plate for
This unit will be built as a brand-

spntial. considerations.

boqrd and will ba tested to determine Its accuracy.

A

torque measuring device will be built to measure the very
small torque. outputs of the precession torque mrultiplier.

3

J.

TM COMPUTER STIDIES, MODEL7
Y..

I AND 2 COMPUTERrS

General Status
The study program of the TM comp~uter for the 37-mmu

Stinger calls for a laboratory construction and test of the
vnrious proposed models in order to determine the feasibility
of their application.

The first proposal under considera-

tion is the Mtodel A (see Section I paragraph D)sensitivity
computer.

Plans for the lab.orntory construction of a bread-

board model of this sensitivity computer are now fully underway.
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2. Laboratory Breadboqrd

It has been established that 'alllaborntory tests
on the TV Computer will be static measurements.

T1his elimin-

ates the requirement of n dynamic test cam unit containing
-three two-dimensional cams.

It

Is expected that a full know-

ledge of the feasibility of the TVA Computer con be determined
from the knowledge of the static accurqcy of the sensitivity
comrputer together with the dynamic response of the contained
servos.
The TV Computer functions to genera4te an RF signal
to drive the gyro precessing device and operates from two
Sinput signals; Do, obtained from the radar synchronizer In
trqcking and cos L, obtainetu from n cam-in the computer
proper.
For the purposes of solaboratory mock-up, both of
these-input signals will be generpted stotical'y In the Inputdata chassis from Duodial cxlibrated linear Eelipots.

The

positioning servo
RI' output signal will. be used to drive an IILF
which will correspond to the R? servo proposed for the Model
2 precession torque multiplier.
section.)

(See paragraph I or this

This differs frem the Computer 726 where the RP

Signal 1s Used to excite the LPL and VL cam potentiomters
which in turn drive the pre"0331on servos.
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Since the gyro rncts to Integrnt. gn~i smiooth out
any perturbations in the IF? signal, it has boon proposed
that a true indicntion of the effect off R? on tha Stingeri
system can only be obtnined by integrating th e output of thq
5F servo rnther than by using the RF servo output directly
to predict the feasibility of the proposed TM computer.

It

is conceivable then thnt q vnrinble speed drive integrator
will be required at the RF output to permit A valid intarpretntion of the Rl? dnta.
In order to give wider latitude to the static measurements on the TM computer which will be munds in the laboratory, it is planned to me-sure the computer accur'ocy at
several static points on a dynamic course.

To achieve this,

both the DO and TF tachometers will be driven Independently
by variable spied drives to provide typical values of DORl
and TFR.

For the purposes of these tests these tAchometers

will be mounted on tho t-'chometer unit- which will be tCotally
independent or the correspondingr Do and TF shaft motions.
In order to nvail

tha necessity of the BPV cam,

driven by TF, the lsborqtory mock-up will ccmpute the APV
quant~ity directly from the qrnniytical trajectory.

4
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P.V

APV

Where a

/

retardation coefficient.

=the

only a resistor circuit with q Helipot driven TY
will be required.
Thus, the laboratory brea~dboard Will, contain the
following main units
(a) Input~dat-a chassis
(b) VT reference chassis (precise voltqge supply)
(c) Computer isolqtion amplifier
(d) Computing servo amplifier
(e) DO servo unit-(fig. 3-18)
Mf

TF servo unit

(g) Tachometer unit
(h) Measuring servo amPlifier
(1) RF servo unit

(J) Static measurement chassis
The following sub-chAssis hnve been built to provide
the electronics for the computer Isolation amplifier and the
two servo amplifiers.
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Isolqbion Amplifilers

4-Doubie-rnput isolation amplifiersI

*(b)
(04

5-Servo preamplifiers

(d) 1-'DO.preamplifier
(e) 5-Servo- power amplifiers
These electronic units should provide sufficientflexibility to readily permit mock-up of Model B and all
subsequent models of sensitivity computers as well as the
Model A now under consideration.
3.

Test Plans
The feasibility tests on the sensitivity computer

will consist of statfb measurements on typical dynamic courses
and dynamic reap=nse,-wtesta; on the DO and T? servos.,
-

The static, measurements on the T* computer will con-

sist of output readings of the SR?, RCRP, VC.RP, and RP.? signals
for typical Inputs of DO, Co3 L, DOR, and TFR.
,ments Will presum
100 percent.

These messure-

an XV ef 1000 yards per second and an RD of

No laborat~ory work on secondary ballistic air-.

cults is plaurbqd.
The dynamic tests an the DO adT? servos will coniS1t of measured frequency response data of the two units..
Further plans for these dynoulaa

tests have not been formulated.
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4.

Auxiliary Programs
Several auxiliAry Investigations have been planned

on verious comoonents of the sensitivity computer.

Tests9 on

the Kearfott tachometer are completed which established the
gain ok that unit.

Tempernture tests on the tachometer and

tedesign of a temperature compensating device to stabilize
,its transfer functions will not be undertaken unless they
Are round necessary in the accurady analysis.
Investigntions to obtain an improved Isolation amplifier unit have'been stnrted but It appears that a higher gain
unit would require a high quality transformer of prohibitive
size.

The packaging of An isolation amiplifier chassis of ap-

proximately twice the size of th~at used In the Computer T26 Is

not; feasible in the limited spRce allowed and it appears unlikely that a very much better unit could be built in the
space allocatbd.
5.

Modal B, Elec-tronic SCR?
One further proposal will be investigated as part of

this study program.

A circuit hAs been suggested to compute

electronically the 8CR? signal from a knowledge of (APV-DO).
This would ?astly simplify the analogue solution of the ballistic equation
At21A?'
R A-FtV
DOAI-E

DO)
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*

by solving for the second term in virtually one process.
Assuming u

APV.DO, an all electronlic servo has been con-

Celved to yield p (U)/u no a function or u inputs.

However,

the analysis of this circuit and accuracy considerations or
its solution are very Involved.

It

Is planned that athorough

Investigation or this proposal will be underltaken as part of
the study on the Model B SensitivityComputer.
S.

Time Scheduling
The laborp~ory construction of the electrical corn-

ponents and the engineering design of the mechaenicsl servo
.Units are underway at present.

It

is planned that the else-

trical component wiring will be completed by the end of
December and the servo unit will be set up by the endz or
January.
The alignment and component tests and set up or
the integrated sensitivity computer will probably run through
the-month of Februsry and the static tests on the system will
be run in March.

This will be followed by the dynamic test

of the servos in April,

which will complete all laboratory

tests on Model A.The design or the Model B sensitivity computer and

Investigations Into subsequent model~s Will start ýcwsrd the
end of March -ind Curthaer required mock-ups In the Ipboratory
will stfrt in-late April.

4
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Auxiligry investigations which may be necessgry will
be fitted Into the schedule whenever time permits but will be
storted not later than the beginnIng of.April.1C.

TV COMPUTER, MODEL 3 COMPUTER
SBeca'Use or-confrLtn

nctviie

progress on the Modal. 3 stuldy.

little

there baa been

in addition to a new

exact solution, this project now includes the study of approximate ablutions.

This will have for its purpose the simplifica-

tion of the standard bnllistic solution, without the accompanying significant loss of accuracy.L
Inhitially, It is planned to direct thie study toward
asimplification Of the modified tinn of'fliglIb Solution.
Approximate 'solutions which might be more simply mechanized
than that now employed in the Stin~er sensitivity computer will
be Investigated.

Special effort will be devoted to possible

elimination of the TP Servo,, and one or more isolation
amplifiers.
To diates three solutions have been considered, with

but a very limited degree Or success.

First, it~yb

osble

to eliminate the T? servo by Using the Analytical trajoetozy
diTcussed in paragr~ph H of tb1s section.

3-12.)

(Refer

;o

qUatio

Second, an a: proxizzAt ton of the S*CR. ltarz may pernit

simpllf iQatiOA Of twohemni.t Ion. n.hird, an *P~kQXL~ate ompri~cal
rormulstion of% R? =my 1,5

In *exnp e of *.hs

toy-

of
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0.0
1

WRE

A

?

B

=factor

B

C-DOR

related to XV

HFP

constant

DO

C=constant

DOR

response factor
=present

range

present range rate

For the Stinger dynamic tester course this equation
-yielded values of TM having a maximum error of .01 seconds.
For purposes of mechanizntion, it was considered impractical
as it

featured the difference of the t,ýo large terms B/DO and

C-DOR for the Incoming leg of the course.

3

Unti! such time as the course calcuations are com'pleted, and a preliminary accuracy analysis made, It has been
Pacided to defer the study of approximate solutions in order
to minimize time wasted In the derivation of solutions characterized by exces3ive error.
L.

ACCURACY STCJIES
It has been decided to make a tacticnl study of the

37-uu Stinger in order to determine the accuracy requirement's

of the fire control system.
A nuinber of reprosantatIve target courses, of different target speeds.

3

crossover ranges. and tnr;;o* altitu.dess

been sel1oted for analysis.

have

The tactical prob~b1,11:y of
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occurrence off *ich ta~rget COUr3e will be considered and, for
each course, hit probnbilities will be computed.

Present and

future position pnrameters will be calcula~ted nt selected intervals throughout each tnrgeb'course.

Thus, it

is hoped to

bass tha mexin'um accurncy requirements for the 37-=m Stinger

fire control upon " sound evaluation of the tactical probability
of occurrence of various target courses, and the hit probabilityI
on a plane flying these courses.

The hit probabilities will

be based upon f~ators such 9s; gun angular dispersion, gun
APT dispersion, trqcking wander and servo smoothing, And redas:'
range errors,

.This

study will permit an engineering invdstigetion

into the mechanization of the Stinger Computer T26 as-adapted
in Model I to the 37-mm gun., in order to seek possible economy
in use of electrical and mechanical components.
The study will also provide Accuracy criteria for
the design off a n~ew sensitivity computer.- It will, provide
a basis for servo and component redesign, and will establish
a limitation upon the dynamic and stabic errors allowable in
the TU computer.

Fcr example, It Wifll 03tablish the accuracy

with which the tachometers must be compensated for temperature
changes3.
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The nceurney requirements may be buch

q3

to permit-

simplifi~cation of mechanization of 3CR?,, by permitting usage
of approximate mnthemolltical expressions for that term In the
R? solution and it will provide
or approximl:

sound basis for the study

solutions for HP.

.Ii will indicate the accuracies to which non-standard

ballistic correct~ions must be computed and mechanized.
Thus, instead of solely extending the accuracy
requirements or the caliber' .60 Stinger fire control to the
37-mm gun, It is hoped that this study will provide a more
.realistic basis on which to base accur'acy requirements for
the 37-ma Stinger fire control.
M.

PARAMETER (LIMIT)

STUY

1. General
As part of the fire control parameter limit study
It wats nece~ssvry to establish values affecting the TM computer.
The parameters are listed in the first quarterly report on
pages 42 and 43.

Values for L. KVC, PR, WV, and T remain to

be established-in the bollistic arnd course studies.
2.

Xaxlmunu Sensitivity Pirameters
The sensitivity paramtetrst are TM

TP.

1RP), DO and
V

Biloause of the Increase In Doffrom 20C0 yards (caliber

.30) to 45OO yprdis (37-ma). the selection of Do m.ax. was =ore
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During settling, the value of TM

for the Models 1 anid 2 TM computer is governed by DO wax, as
seen in equation

3ý-7.

Furthermore, the accuracy of TM computation depends
upon the scala factors of bhe range servo,.-as governed by Do
max If DO min is to be held fixed.

The Do max determinedr in

k-

this study refers only to the range servo travel rather than
the radar limit.
The limit on TM as defined by equation (3-7) effects
not only the isolation amplifier sensitivity, but more signif-

3idantly the

settling time, as defined by

ST

=3

(AK-KFS) TM

for 95 percent of the lead angle error to settle out.
Although the fast settling feature indicated by KFS
in equation (Z-1) will lesson the concern over minimizing ST,
it is seen that ST will still increase with TN.

In or-der to

achieve grentest accuracy and minimize ST$ therefore, a more
conservative approach has been taken on selection of DO max
than the policy xaed for Computer T26.

The previous view-

point specified that the range servo should baEin followin~g
'when acquisition for settling begins.

3second

For A 400 yards per

target speed t.his would r-:quire that Do max exceed
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DOor by ST x 4C0 yards, o:- nbout 2500 yards (based upon the
now ST Smd TM derived -fron the 1orger DO masx).

theTY servo travel would exceed
sizable

decree so in APY.

T~'of

Similarly,

enough to p~roduce a

Thus TX max: would become even

gresater.
The validity of the policy used for Computer T26
was Ca~refully reconsidered for extreme values of DO, where
settling: of cosine L Is a negligible part of the solution:

SY

Cosb
/lTT
+ DOR/DO

C32

It was concluded that the only settling function in the high
TIM computation is the acceleratioai of the DO and TF tachomatez's
which will require roughly .02 second,

The transient In the

lead angle due to the DO and T? servos accelerating,, will be
about 10. percent when TV jumps from point ifto point b in
figure 3-19.

This may be smoothed by Introducing SCR? grad-

uallys through a delay circuit, to produce a curve like'c
instead of b.

The delay circuit, if used, would be disconnected

when the target-in-range relay picks up (DP = 4500).'
It should be pointed out that the T26 arrangement
would have resulted in curve a when the Do and TF servos are
moving Ito the point of opening ftire.

Curve b is predicted by

making BPV constant when DP exceeds 4500 yards.

58

-71
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After deciding that computer settling (i.e. loadi
angle ccmputation or acquisit ion) could begin before the DO
and TF servos

begin following, the object was to select DO
DO

and T? upper limits which would be as low as acceptable.

max was the wore critical problem because ST max is determined
by curvs b or
RY

SRI

I SRF
STK

(3-3)

SCRY

(3-4)

-P

DO
DO

TN

SC RP i

(3-5)

APT (conat)
I - SCRI XAP

the smoothing, correction to RP, and never exceeds .01

at the beginning of a course.

Therefore, the numerator of

equation (3-5) Is predomin nt in controllinig ST max.
equation (3-4) this numerator Is defined as STIV.

From

Since APV

is equal to BPV for standard ballistics and is to be constant
before opening fire
ST max a TH max

STH max a DO max

(3-6)

Because SCRF i3 positive at the beginning of a course., TH
from equation (3-51.

STE

Nevertheless* STE is still Anpreciab le

before the rArge sirvo stnrts following, at which tine the DO
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and TP tachometers begin gensixting an SCRP'.
indicated by g on fig-are 3-19.

Thir point Is

Prior to point g,ths TM

curvs Is constnnt, equalling

3.7

TM DO max
TM B?, min

37

This determines the settling time which is always to be expected during synchronization and establishment of lead angle,
whenever the target is acquired with adequate warning.
3-7 is shown at points f and h in figure 3-19.

Equation

The former

value Is for standard ballistics and the latter for maximum,
air density.

S

The benefit achieved by limiting APV min and DO max
Is illustrated by comparing curve f with curve' e, which would
have been obtained by using the same logic as was employed In
-the Computer T26 d3sign.
On the basis of standard ballistics and a 400 yards
per second target, DO max could have been set As low as.8100
yards.

However# some consideration must be given to conditions

of high air density and low muzZle velocity which call for
greater vulues of DO max.

Since DOOf and TUo

are both greatest

for courses in which RC = 0 j1bead-on courses), the DO of

computed from the f ollowing, I= which DP

was

4500 yards and TV

400 yards per recond.
D02P?~TxT?(3-8A
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TP was chosen at 9.35 second,,

corresponding to a D? of

4500 when iD

=

8240 yards.

After estimating limit stop windup ond a safety

120 percent.

-Doffrom equation (3-8) becoms

margin for potentiometer alignment,
the potantiometer full travel.

a number was chosen for

To facilitate calculations a

round number was selected, making the full travel 8500 yards.
After deducting A typicnl vwlue for windup,
trivel limit became 8287 yards.

the upper free

By using equation (3-8) again,

the maximum TPof for head-on 400 yards per second courses is
found to be 9.47 seconds.
of such targets

This permits accurate engagement

with maximum relative

density (RD),

rmuzzle velocity drop of 270 feet per second,
simultaneously.

but not both

With P greater value of DO max it

possible to engage them with greater drops in
but STM at point h has qlrendy becone 17.311
DO = 8287 and TF = 9.47 into equation (3-7)).
max is

in

the region of 20 seconds,

(3-5' and illustrated
far in

as curve d in

or a

would be

muzzle velocity,
(by substituting
Moreover,

TM

as computed by equation
figure

(3-19).

This so

excess of the 15.1 seconds TMof for standards ballistics

as to make further concessions to non-standard conditions unreasonable.

*

Therefore,

8287 yards was established as the

SC•? for a head-on course was computed from SCR? =
AK pAFV-DO/APV-DO from which, for an incoming target:

SR

=

APTV
K-TV-PV fSl(DPP
I/(DPP

+ DPTV)

Va/(APV 2 + TV

(3-9)

)] (3-10)
-
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absolute maxximu

DO free travel which could be contemplated.

Since the Model 2 co=puter now involves the use of a precession torque multiplier,

it

is

also necessary to select

a conservative value for Rf? min, establishing TN max at 18
seconds.

If

the electrical end of the HF potentiometer

representr zero RF,
severe a~d t21
Therefore,

RH

the servo limit stop problem Is unusually

voltage sensitivity, is

-.

as low as practicable.

18 seconds must be considered the maximm TM

-compatible with a lower limit of 0.25.

This lower limit

will be discussed later.
With TM max established as 18 seconds, it
from

Is seen

-he shaded area d of figure 3-19 that one second of

accurnte firing will be lost on the 20 second TI course.
is

This

a situation which makes further increase in DO max fruitless.
3.

Minimum Sensitivity Parameters

-

The lower free travel limit of the range servo in
the Computer T26 was 150 yards.
DO min in

the 37-mn

version which is

but some compromise is
in

It

is

desired to maintain a

fairly close to 200 yards,

to be expected because of the increase

limit stop shaft value (yards per revolution).

the only DO min of any significance is

F-urthermore,

the one which Is within

the travel limits of TF and R? (1/TV).

Because RF max is

0
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practically proportional to 1/DOmin- a change in"DO m~i
from 300 to 200 yards makes q 50 percent change In RF travel,
affecting sensitivit~ies nnd RF servo scale fqctors by the
same proportion.

Therefore, the selection of DO min must.

be a critical compromise between tactical and technical
requirements.
Referring to equations (3-5) and (3-9) it will be
found that STM is less than TMd on the incoming leg of a course.

SCRF changes from plus to minus a.fter present position crossover on a straight line course.

Since STIA passes through itsI

minimum before this point, TM giwsys exceeds STM.

On this

basis a computer need nev'er have a limit for TM which is lower than its limit for STM.

.TMm~

Therefore, using'equation (3-4)

STH

mn

1

mn

DO min(31)I
APY

1

In these equations the vnlue of 'AVIs tsaken when. STM = STM min,
,a condition which occurs very close to present pocition crossover.

The analyticil trajectory indicotes the variation of

APV versus DP for autcm,,tic weapons.I
APY

M
?V

Do3-2

where a Is called 'the ~retardat ion coefficient and
XV

3000

p3
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FOP •
Also,

it

Is

evident thnt:

D
Substituting equ.tion

= DPmjn
(3-13)

DP min
nAPV

-

!3-I3•

RC

into (3-1i)
APV max x TY min4-

-

APY

Since APV rrax and TF min correspond to the vqlue
of DP min,
max.

equation

Consequently,

(3-12)

shows th-t

.APV is

less than APV

TF min will always be less than STM min

and should be used as % goal for STY min.
pressed by combining equations

STMmin

(3-11)

This fact is

and (5-14).

(3-15)

= TFmin
From equations

(3-13)

And (3-14)

(3-161

DOmin = APV max x Tf min

Substituting equation (3-13) into equation (3-12)
(3-12)

ex-

aind equation

into equAtion (3-16):
DO min = (MV - a

assuming a =

.0961 seconds
DO

DO, min)

x T? rin

for this

(3-171

shell

min = 1 +MV.0961?TFmin
TV

(3-18)
3min

,

0
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If oxpression3 (3-15) Ond (3-18)
the DO and TV limits in

are used to se0eZt

terms of the TF limit, these condi-

tions will also be best for courses in which RGC is less than
DO min.

The TF sern-o will always hit its limit first, so that

none of the other limits

will

affect military

On the receding leg this

will

be 9 disadvantage,

comIng leg is

characteristics.
but the in-

far more important tactically.

The preceding discussion shows that the minimum values
of TM and DO ideally should be selected after
min.

It

is

establishing TF

unlikely that 37-mm shell T81 will

safety feature,

so it

leaves the muzzi.o,

is

incorporate

assumed to be Prmed as soon as it

Therefore,

it

is

not possible to establish

T1 min on the basis of arming time or arming range.
there is

a practical

consideration in

max cannot exceed 4 in

the new computer without adding an
This establishes

TM min as 0.25 on the basis of simplicity.
this

conducted,

In

the Model 2

aggravates the scale factor of the RE

but TM min will be left

However,

that very probably RP

isolation amplifior to avoid saturation.

Computer,

nt 0.25 until

servo pot,

further R? servo tests

especially with slide wire potenticmeters.

would set TF min at 0.25 by equation (3-15),
0.125 for the Cemputer T26.
comes 244 y•.-s,

any

whereas it

By equation (3-18),

so this becomes

the objse:tive

are

This
was

DO min befor the rsnge
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limit stop.

By v.'Ink; the same DO lim it stop as in the Comput.ar

T26, the lower froq travel limit for D-0 can. be made 213 7ardsi.

I..
I-sign
I,

The TF limit Stop would require modificntion to qah'eve the

_xreqjired vplue of 0.25

For breodbonrd purpo3es .withoutr17odif-

ication, it will be O.Z7, but could be 0.20 on A production.

~design.

"

Limit stop modifications to reduce 'overtrqvel'are

definitely contemplated for any prototype or production de-

because it is essential. that one electrical and of each

sensitivity potentiometer (DO, TF, tiP) represent zero or

greanter.

Since the mechnnical stops of multi-turn potentio-

meters are very close to the'electrical tap, the limit stop
spring windups coasume active' resistance windings on the

potentiometer and esta4blish the free trnvel limit of the
variable In question.

In designing the 37-mm computer,

either these windupo travels will, be reduced by using motor
slip clutches, or else the ten-turn potenticireter3 will be
purchased with taps st 1/4 revolution nnd 9,3*/4 revolutions.
In the seccnd approach, the free trq'vel limit will coincide
with the electrizal limit of the potentiometer.
In .aducing the free trqRvel limits of DO and TF be-

1~

4.414 yards anA 0.2-5

seconds respectively, the o =puter

arctive~ess will lva Improved %ftt_'r zrc,3ový:r cn w.ourses for

$

M'T

M

PROMK
ýill!
77
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which TM min is
out all

le3s than 0.25.

Before crossover and through-

courses whore T34 min exceeds 0.25, however,

imum DO for accurnte computing must still
ynrds.

This is

(3-18),

and is

the min-

be specified ns 244

the limit derived from equqtions (3-15)

and

only one which will apply to extremely slow

target3.
The distinction between these military characterand the assumed design limits is

istics

which concludes this section.

made in

the table

These parameter limits may

u.idergo change A3 ; result of the course probability study.
4.

Differential Ballistics Parameters
The differential ballistic

density (RD),
temperature

muzzle velocity (MV),
(T).

to velocity (ECV)
VB) are still

parameters are relative
wind velocity (WIV),

end

The extent of these ballistic corrections
and of the angular deflections

to be studied.

(LBL and

In Computer T26 the RD effect

upon APV was introduced by means of a three-dimensional cam.
The MV correction

(MVCV)

was introduced differentially by

a non-linear potentiometer circuit.

On the assumption that

this same arrangement would be used in
it

the 37-nmi adaptation,

was desired to compute trnvel limits for basic projectile

velocity (BPV).

This v-riqble is

standard projectile velocity

corrected for TF and RD.
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Expz'~aiion (.3-12)

-r-s co~npni'ed wit'h tho ballistic

tables for Shell T81 ani on en AlverAge value of a established
as .0961 (for Q.17
to RD x 10-2

zero).

Since a is known to be proportional

the mi1nim'.m value of JAPV at the time of opnn

fire- could be computed.
From equation (3-12)
BPV

1000

-.

0961 x.RD x 10-2

RD ax -r-s
a 12
asumd
pecen
use

inComute
T2.
Flloingthepolcyestablished

beynd
wichis
F

BPV min

Ps

coresondngto the value
above,

.35secndsfor120percent RD.

4B1.06 yards per second.

RD =-100, BPV - becomes 567.55;

There-

Using the same policy for

So long as the present

mechanization is retal-nad, however, this latt-er figure is only
significant in determining point f of figure 3-19.
Sinae..V1 changes will not be Introduced In the BPV
cam, B?V max Automn'tica11y becomes the sltandq~d muzzle velocity
or 1030O ya~rds per second.

In compnring the now BPV limits

with the figures of 486 and 1180 for Ccomputer T26, there h9s
-.

been a 23 parc-ant improvement In. BF1F
fnctor ('-PY =ax

-

poter.tiometer scale

B?7 rmin)/.9415 In yctrds P-3r sezorncd p3r Irav-

rh!3 Is qttributed to tte blet-ýtr tr-i'a ,> tory an! t
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Another parizmetez' which is n,3co s.3n

for the:TMA

solution is r-IC, in the equation
VCR?

KVt

G

AK APV TFR RD

(3-19)

which is a vor'iation of
VCR F

APV
(a/MV) --

AK

TYR

(3-20)

INC becomes
MV -RD

5.

3-Ths,

-9.6,

O

yards-1

(3-211

Tracking~ Parameters
trackir.g perameters Are L mnx, LPR max, VFR max,

A.,', D003 max, TFj1j rax, and RFR max.

The possible requirement

for Increasing L max for the 37-mm, computer his been studied
somewhat in the design departaient.

Lead Angle curves for

various 800 mi~e par hour tqrget courses hive also been computed and ars presented In FIgure 3-20.

Similar curves for

other target speeds r.111 be produced in the accur-acy nnalysle
and 6ll psrarneters will be studied on the bnsis of hit probnbility.

A final reco=-endntion for L inqx will then be determinal.

!.!etn'xhlle, on the Rssu-.mption thnt 1.- might go as high As 37
daC~rses,

'tant'itive

vnlu-e of cos L mmi

was specified ns

".
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* LPH irrnx and. VPIR mmx hivi boon rat ined n3 19CO Pand 1296 m!13
za

rho tirgat cour a studies :are

zcorfi ru.ipvuL-viviy urai-i

complate..
ýThe aiding conztant, AK maiy be chaened as j;result
If groatly imp4ptoved deflection

* of the servo system studie3.

servo response is predicted from that study, 9 rec~ction in AK
This would improve ST, n3 q i-asu1k qf the

-would be possible.
smoothing reduction.

On the o'-her hand, it mAy prove necessary

to increase AxC to improve stnbility xit lower TM values.

For

the time being it will be nssumed thn't AK will remain 0.33,
as it was for Computer T26.
The maximum rptes of range (DOR max) and time of
flight (TFR max) will be determined by the maximum speeds of
their respective sirvo motors.

Until the servo studies progress

further it will be assumed that the Keqrfott R112 mrotor will
This motor produces a maximum speed or 10,000 rpm, as

be used.

connected In Computer T26.

This results In a DOR max of

10,000

60o

20 yards/revolution

=

3333 yards per second

(3-221.

Assuming the same genr rntio is maintnined to the

ten-turn helIpot (to overcome potentoiometer friction), the
nlew DOR rmix would be
DOne
~ir 126

?-

ieno'eter travel yard~s
otentioieter tr~yel y!Irds
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'4000 yards per 3econd

(3-25)

In the Computer T26.there wAs a genr rntio of 9:1
between the TF motcr Pnd potentiometer, which was round to
be critical from the standpoint of limit stop inertia. 'To
improve both TF acceleration and mechanical advantage against
friction torques, this rntio i-s changed to 20:1.

The motor

shaft value will be the potentiometer shAft vqlue divided by
this gear ratio, or 0.05 seconds per revolution.TFR max becomes
10, 000

0.5

83seod/eod(-6

Assuming instqntaneous acceleration, it would reqiaire
only 1.14 seconds for the TF servo to slew through its total
travel at this rake:,

which Is better than the

1.8

s30onds rs-

quired fo-r the range servo.
The RF servo requirements have not been considered
extensively ns yet, qlthough they should include high accuracy
and a slowing t.irne equal to thit of the rAnge servo.

Until

further study is con-plet~ed, .4 motor to potant!.o~etir ratio of
"~0.4 to 1 is racon-er.adod.

potant.4o"n-ters a
1n3. vil,-e of RF

This will apply to the three-turn

,~zrthe breoiboard Dr~gri.
n~ix (:'o ha tenr.-urn

The result,i.:te)'s
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.4
.20,4

.10,000
60
6.

3.2V secund

2

~3.-274

uray
The tentntive prnrnmeters 3o ffnr deternired are

tabu1.sted as follows
TABLE 3-1
'00COM4PUTIER Z73NSITIVITY PARAIMETER3S
Military
Charaateristic Free Travel Free Travel Potentiometer
Variable
Value
Objective
(Breadboard) Plec. Limit

D? max

4500

-

IREmax

4.0*

4.0

RE' min

.0556

.0556

DO max

8287

DO min

Units
yards

3.92

4.0

Mps/mil

.0.0616

0

mps/mil

8287

ý8287

85-00

yards

244

200

213

.0

yards

TF max

9.47

9.73

9.73

10.0

seas

TF min

0.25

0.20

0.27

0

sea:s

TABLE 3-.2
DIFFERENTIAL BALLISTIC PA RAMETERS
Variable
RD

Value

:

ax120

RD min

not determined yet
M

MV

Units

uXnot

MI
TIF~ r

'SX
MA

n.:

determined yet

f'ps

not determin~ed ye3t

fps

to ba raduced In Yodel

t-j

77
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TABLE .3-2 (CONT.)
T
Variable

Value

Units

W•V rnc

not determined yet

nmph

T max

not dete'mined yet

*F

T min

not determined yet

BV max

1000

yps

BPV min

481.06

yps

9.61 x 10-5

KVC

yards -1

TABLE 3-5

COMPUTER TRACKI14G PARAMETERS
Value

Variable
L max

not determined yet
0

L min

Units
mils
mils

cos L min

0.79

A

0.33

DOR

4000

yps

TFR

8.33

sec/see

RFR

3.27

secs-

It

is

likely thqt the pqr.meters whi:h hnve not been

specified will be established during the next quarter.

7
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SECTION IV

A.

IiTRODUCTION
Investigation of the azimuth power control servo

desl~n.,wes started about the middle of October, 1952.

This

servo is to b4 aji electro-hydrzaulic servo of the conventional
"A" and "B" end type, designed to meet the requirements of
the new system.

The Initial decisions apre basea upon estimates

of' tu rret and gun inertia and data on the gun reaction torques
expected if the Armour soft mounted gun is used.

3for

Computations

the Dixo n sun and the hard mounted A~rmour gun will be made

later whenzi recoil for--a time diagrams are available,

Maximum

-velocity and maximum ncceleration requirements placs further
restrictions on these decisions.

14echanicql p-ickaging and

substit-ution of' so-re St-increr dasisn infiuen,ýe the final choice
and arran~gement of basiz_ components.
B3.

B-ýSICI ?EQUIREX7ENTS
1. Performance
The maximum velocity oti the turret Is to be 90 degrees

*per s~zond.

The -AxImmum unacntroll.,d accalarntlon of turret

*will '*, 20-0 dergrea: par saand s~ju~ared. whila tlha aiximum
ao'r,:1Dd,3

nc-3_oq1

o

will.

!,N)~'~

pra.

3ec-.nd

squared.
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2.

Loads
Based on the Armour 37-rmi

soft miounted gun the

03ti17..-ted turret and gun inertin is,expected to be 2000

slug ft

2

avernge torque with one gun fir~.Lng is 64,000

.The

pound inches (figure 5-11).
3.

Mechanical Considerations
The electric drive motor, transmission and associa-

bed controls, and Lthe azimuth Sepr box o~re to be a packaged
unit which will be removable from the top of the turret (figure
4-1).

Investigation will, be male to determine if the prasent

Stinger gear box, wihose genr ratio is 232,to 1, may be used.
4. Calculations Leading to Choice of Transmission
.and Components.
Torque required to accelerate 2000 slug f

2

at

2 or 1.75 rad/sec2 is
,100/sec

Ta

=Ja

lb ft sec 2 x 1.75 rad/sec 2

=2000

3500 lb ft at. turret
The hydraulic motor or "B3"
3500Ib ft
232

end torque required is
12 In
xb

F

'a'8 lb in.*

The avera-e gun ra~ction torque (one gun firing), assuming a

3

torque arm of 21 inches qni -vn %veri[.; r-,-notion force-1

of XC55

pounds is

CONFIDENTIAL
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This torque reflected to the "B"

Tg = 64000 ib

in

232

end is
-3276bin

The total of these two torques is 457 pounds inches qs seen
at "B"

end.

The Vickers 3915 hydraulic trqnsmission which is

rated at 735 pound incnes qt 3000 pounds per square inch or
1088 pound inches st 4500 pounds per square inch is
choice based on these static considerations.

a likely

The maximum

pressures under the above mentioned conditions would be
735 lb in

_ 457 lb in

3000 psi

PM

Solving: Pm = 1900 psi.

Considering the peak gun reactions in the static
sense it

will be found thnt the peak static torque reflected

to the B end is
Tg;

8
b J-n
823
lb

lbs x 21 inches

= 9100

232

The corresponding pressure is

735 lb in _ 823 lb in
3000 psi
Pgp
3403 lbs per square inch.

Pgp ,

3.a
r ,%
t .. o fr .1 2

-in -iz a

Idd l _ t a. urr n .: r e d u e t o

31s,_
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It

is

seen therefore,

that from the static point

of view pressures above 4140 pounds per square inch would
not be exceeded and these would only obtnin nt points

3 0"

frori course crossover.

valves

Therefore,

very simple relief

of the spring and ball type may be used and the3e could be
set to actuate above 4140 pounds per square inch.

These irAy

be mounted in the valve plqte of th3 variable displacement
pump (or"A"end)

than eliminnting external relief valves and

the long piping associated with them.

In this manner an

effective reduction in "oil under compression" volume is

ob-

tained which is very definite advantage as will be discussed

3

later.
These tentative conclusions may be altered due to
either the use of a hard mounted gun whose fire may be synchronized or as n result oZ the dynamic analysis as indicated

in paragraph D.
C.

STROKIING AND CONTROL 1,ECHANIS•M
1,

Pilot Valve and Power Piston
A power piston will be used to driv3

the "A"

end

ycke and a pilot valve will be used to actuate the power plston.
It

is

tentatively dacided to use a solenoid or a tcrque motor

to drive thi pilot vRlve 3imilqr to the on.
St

rlne

r.

by th3 better

o3

7.12.13

presently used Un

frequency rsipeCns

Q4
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thq solenoid over stroke-sorvos.

For.&xarzple, the frequ'ency

response of a torque motor driving a pure inertia load and
buit) tb

the Mldwestern ~c;

at,100 cycles per second,, ..

ii1Laboratory Is down 5 db
phase shirt at 100 cycles per

5Q0

second, and pedk at-abdOut ý00 cycles per second.
The pilot valve will be designd toyedmxMUM
acceleration (2000/39c2 ) when it displaced OAkS
center position..

i'nch from

This comparitively large displacement was

chosen to reduce the effects of changing dimensions of the
housing and linkages due to changing temperatures and also to
relieve somewhat the dimensional tolerances.

Further,. 0.015

inch is a reasonable maximum displacement to require from a
solenoid torque motor with about 20 to 40 milliamperes signal
Input.
The power piston will be built with a large diameterj
so that large forcesa will be available to drive the yok.-e,, thus
minimizing the effect of load reaction forces on the "A" end.
The power piston will have an area of 2 square inches
The required volumetric rate of

and a stroke of 1.687 Inches.

flow into the power piston to yield maximum acceleration isI
0.485 g'allon per minute,
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Electric Drive Motor
The pump m-rust be run at a constant speed of 3600

revolutions
If

per minute if
drive rotor

the electric

caliber

.60

Stinger,

it

is

the gear ratio is to be 232 to 1.
speed ns in

runs at a differ-ent

a geAr box

necessary to interpose

between the motor and the "A"

end.

Regqrdless,

the required

horsepower of the motor may be estimi ted as follows.

Maximum Required Horsepower = hp = JTVT
in

turret

which JT = total

V T = maximum turret

inertia

velocity = 90/sec

A

2000 slug ft

+ power losses
2

= 1.57 rad/sec

controlled
SAT
acceleration = l0°/sec

= maximum turret

1.75 rad/sec2 .
Power losses:

estimated at 2 hp (power required to pump control
pr3ssure oil,

system replenishing pressure oil,

and pump losses).

maximum horsepower =2+

2000 lb ft sec 2 x 1.57 rad/sec x 1.75 rad/sec2

550
-

12 horsepower

Thus an electric

motor is

required which has good

speed regulation over the range of 2 to 12 horsepower,.

)errors

This

Good speed regun.-!cn Is requlrad In order to maintain linear
iczr'tions roag-rdless of t1h ho3rsepower
dua to
dea.-nded of th-3 3ystem.

CONFiDENTIAL
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is a conservntive figure and is bqsed upon the improbable
condition that the mnximum velocity and maximur, acceleration
However'

will occur at the sa.re time.

when

condition does occur during breadboard test

that this

constant-acceleration

the test

acceleration errors.

It

is

used to evaluate

course is

servo

believed that this conservAtive

to compensate for possible increase In

justified

estimate is

over that estimated.

inertia

The azimuth electric
Stinger (Diehl SS FD168-2200-1)
7.5 percent over this

I

should be noted

it

3.

drive motor presently used in
has a speed regulation of

range.

Other Yechanical Considerations
along

The hydraulic control system will be built

lines similar to that of the present Stinger azimuth system.
the control pressure ptmp,

Specifically
solenoid,

pilot

valve,

replenishing pwump,

and the stroke feedback mechanism will

be integral with the basic pump or "A"

end.

An oil

cooling

system will

be included opernting from the overflow oil

two pumps.

cC
This leads to the ndvqntnga of

a smaller pump,

possibly built

into the "A"

of the

•n; able to use
end cover,

locating Pn oil cooling system reinotely with respect

And

to the

power controls.

3
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The pilot; valve

-solenoid

liank~o wille

-!reslFned.-

It. is presently contemplated that a 0.020 inch d~~se
wire will be used to transmit; motion from the sclenec1- totn
This wire would be fixed to the sr-lenc-lt a--,

pilot vnilve.

and fixed to the back end of the pilot; valve sleeve-

~a2

ing adjustments will be made on the sleeve -outside of ý:he case.
D.

DYMNI#C CONSIDERATI0INS
1. General
The preceding considerations were based cn ~sstatic

characteristics of the system which must; necessarly5 'te satis-

3

fled.

However, the system is dynamic and the previcor- zeclslons

must be examined in this light.

ey sh~ow

The dynamic analyzi-s

that the above choice Is entirely inadequate aiid a i~a-n
size transmission may have to be chosen.

The f oilcii~t

work

has been done.
2.

Azimuth Power Control
The azimuth power control servo is broken

u

io

the block diagram shown in figure 4-2.
The notation used Is

Qilt) input to azim~uth power control servo
014t)

Cutpat

of nzimuth power control ser'vo

-s-r
c~ition,

'N E: T iAL
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(t) error

to (i

-

Qo) if i

1

08 (t) "B" end or hydraulic inotzz' position
K equivalent sy3ten

spring constant reflected to "3" ni

J1 equivalent gearing and "B" erA inertia reflected to
"B" end

-

'2 equivalent load inertia reflected to

NB??

end

TL(t) load disturbance due to guns firIng reflected to "B" end
y (t) the
G1 (t)

"A"

end yoke displacement frcm neutral (radians)

tho servo transfer function

H (t) is the major loop feedback transfer function
G2(tj the hydraulic transmission plus load transfer function
The quantities which are functions of tIme are
ndiceted

by (t).

All quantities have been reflected to the

"B" end shaft value ns determined by the 232 to 1 gear ratio.
3. Transfer Functions
The equations for G2 will be developed.
9 0 Ct) with TL(t)
y( t)

-

These are

0

(4-13

This formula will be used for the servo design st.id.

cu

and

3

(with yCt)

(4--2)

-

TL tJ

£

This £o-'-i'

w1

b

used

o i'v: sfl'te

tbe e *'e

-

t of gin

--.?

CON FID ENTAL
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will be developed. ns open loop

aguations with Pi 0.
4. Trans~mtssion
The trarlsmi3sion consists of

qvnrlable

d~splacement

pump or "A" end, n fixed displac-ement motor or "B" end, and
connecting pipes.

A~ssociqted with the-se components nre the

Afollowing param.,eters
y~t)"A" end yoke displacement from neutral (radians)
Sp(t)

quantity of oil pumped per unit of y (ft-3/see per
radian of y)

Qp(t)

quantity of oil pumped (SPY tt3 /sec)

L

Leakage coefficient (ft3 per sec per lb per ft2 *
of differential line pressure)
P ft3 /sec)

91(t)

Leakage (=L

P Wt

differential. line pressure (lbs/ft2 )

Q0n (t)

dG--ft3 /sec)
dt
motor displacement (ft3/rqd).
1.01
Bend or hydraulic motor velocity (rad/sec)

dm,
d9B(t)
QoOil
AV

motor flow (- dmu

flow due to oil compression (= AV Wt/sec)
At
Change In volume of oil under compression

p rt,3)-

V

B
Volume of oil unde&r compression(f)

3

Bulk modulus of oil (lbs par ft')
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Pu:-n- Prossure Equaticris

dn
wher
S

a

jW (usual opernitor notntiony
Q UP

U1

L

1iS2 9 a-~(60- OB)

(4-4)

dOE

QQ V
Oc=dt

I~d

dnaYd

dnSK45

f1s

Badt

L2.s3
B dn

S

S
B

3(0

Qp
S pY =L

S2

OB

GB)

-(Go-

d

~

(-6

B)Bdm

10:1Q + QC
+QcS
Y
0B

~t~oo

Bd ji

-3O

(4-7)

OB)l+

dmu S 0B+

B

S (00-

-6

JB

(4--8)

So:lving -Eq. (4-.8) for 9B.
SY &
B

Kr-VJ1

P

UK

1

+

sj

Go

(4-91

dm2B
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6-- Lcad Torqu~e
j

qu~iiorls

62
o

TT + %18

o0) K

-10

Solving Eq. 4-10 for go

4f

7.

S2 + 1

Equations 4-9 and 4-11 suggest the block diagram

,of figure 4-3.
8.

Hydraulic Coefficients
The followuing hydraulic coefficients were obtained

from Vicker-b-Data Sum'mary SE-18a. and are for the 3915 units.
ft3
in /,a
SD =1.519
.
*If
/sac per rad. of y
L(total for

Lerbi

=2 x0.62
=

a-riad "B" end)
in3

/seý-/

1000 psi

_

=4.95

x 10-9 ft 5

1. 519 ix~ev= 1.41 x 10-4 ft3/rad
The bulk modulus coefficient is that of the oil

presently used on St~inger.
B

=233,000

lb/ia2

34.3 x 106

b~t

The volume of oil. under ScMPr8391on was ast,'=Rted
Rt l11.

3

'3

(b-iaed on 30 inchas of' pina length; 3/4 inches In

amaten plua the oil wIthtin "A and "B" an I'
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9.

IMechanicql Coefficients
Although tho turret and gun

2)otishvebe

estr-wt -3d Pý 2000 slug ft2 at the turret, the inerti
-the spring constant hive not yet been estima±ted..
aniiptd

ht

1

It

1

n

is

will be very small arnd iC very large- which

will, result in n considerable cIimplificntion of the equations-.
10. -Transfer Function Coefficients
The transfer function coefficients presently known
are
L (K)
dr3
S P
7 ILI'

3.48 x10 5

0374 sec

tE:l

Kib

(K

(LK1

d~a2 []
L iKj

(K lb ft)

.1 ft3 /sec per rad of y

iiA.1lb
IHKJ

t

sec lb

lb ft secj
ft

ft sec 2
J
lb ft l

4-05 lb ft secf

.

[i_ lbf tj

.0374 sec

[321

[L2lb

f t sec22
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Teblock diagra

wi th known coefficients

insertcd is showvn

figure 4-4.
fn
.11. Output versus Power Piston
-80

(t)o0

For T

~

t)

y (t)

21 G22

(-12)

I1-G2 1 G2 93{~0

Substituting transfer functions

21

0

K

K
____ ____
___

4

12.
o U

-

10

5 JJSS
.i~~ixiO

___
___

___ ___

___

___

____

___

x.
J2 +3.48 x10T
1(.81G5

___

3~

- 8x1-907
~

-L

___(4-13)

J 1 1S44llr

Output Versus Load Disturbance with y(t)
e0(t)

___

=0-

S+1

3

(4-14)

G2

1L3.

00t)

Application of Equations (4-12) anid (4-13)
The equat.Lion

Ct)

G

for TL(t)= o willibe

used in the development of the servo.

The multiplication of

G1 2 by G, yields the open loop transfer function of the servo.I
In the initial design wor-k, neglecting certain terms will prove
expedient in indicating the proper approaich, order of magnitude,
ani klxrd of~ transfer Cunz-tions necess~ary.

For example,

if K

CONFIDENTIAL
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approaches

a and J

.G2

approrches O,.

2 will reduce to

=

15
13

1-

OL

l

.

3.48x:L
X

S+14.1x1;0-

2

-L

(4-15 )

710

SC.000346 S2 ÷.0915 S+1)
Considering SG'
function of "B"

2

(which is simply the transmission

end velocity versus yoke position) we find the

peaking frequency of the transmission as

3000346

ca02

D

cao

=53.6
53.6
S 2---7- 8.55 cps

The damping coefficient is found from

.0915

WLo

C

.245

This damping coefficient

corresponds to about a

It

although it

6 db peak.
should be noted here,

shown explicitly,
V J2

to I J

small.

that the coefficient

and thitt for

o to be 19re

of S2 is

proportional

this qua'-i1ty shou!A bi

This is th5 r.-4son for w-'riing the vol',,,--

conrp-3s ilon kaot

h~s not been

of oil u:-.er

,nqll

CONF!DENTIAL
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Further the coefficient

of the S term is

proportional

LJ2

and thus the zvignitude of the peak is

to U-

limited by the

leakage.
This expression mny be further sirriplified by-neglecting the peaking effect and ns3uming n magnitude-frequency

for G

curve

of the form

G2 =

This is

710

plotted with n decressing slope of 20 4b per decade to

53.6 and then 60 db per decade.
design work.

This procedure simplifies the initial

The final design would be checked with the complete transfer
function involved.

14.

Application of Equation (4-14)
The equation

o (t)

TL

(t)

=

G2

will be used to find the

effecat of disturbing lond torques on the system.
tion may be made In
(a)

This investiga-

two parts

Considering the effect with the s:rvo open loop
(H = 0) and with y held in

the naturel or zero

velocity posItion.
(J)

Conlsderlrg the effeczt with the serve loop closed.

CONFD ENTIAL
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The former nr.y be investignted rntheir early In the
study because it
Jl'

involves only the use of 3 unkno.n constants,

J 2 , and K.
However,

the latter

investigntion depends upon the

development of the servo and the associated transfer functions.
This investigition

is

necessarily delayed to a later

date.

The method of investigation will be as follows:
The Fourier series coefficients

for force-time curve of figure

5-11 are computed as outlined in

Section V,

paragraph A(6).

Each component sine and cosine wave will be applied to the
transfer

functions

phase calculated.

separately and the output magnitude and
These outputs will then be summed to give

the resulting effect of firing

E.

one gur.

BREADBOARD ASSEMBLY
The nctual breadboard work is

The "A" and "B"

progressing as follows:

ends have been obtained on a consignment

basis from Vickers.

An electric

I

drive motor and a suitable

mounting table have been assigned.

The power piston and bracket

are mounted on the "A" end.
Almost all the external pumps
and associated fixtures
are available ind qre now being

j

assembled.
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A,'--iVITY
Date will b3 trx,;en on the ten"atively proposed pilot

valve

And zclonoid in

tion.

Study is

essiry in

order to obtain needed design Informs-.

being done to deternine the coefficients nec-

order to use equations 4-13 qnd 4-14.

A preliminary

servo design study will be m.de to determine the feasibility
of using a mA.-netic 4mplifier in pDlce of the c-onventional
amplifier.
No work hns been started on the design of the

ele-

vation power control system or the remaining servos.

r
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MDVEFICLE STUDIES

A.,.L'NiTiON STORAGE,

1

,.AuIlTIO!I FE-"D, AND GUN MOUNTI..

STUDIES

Amrmnni.tion Storage
A crude mock-up of a shelf-type ammunition racking
.Belted rounds were hung in

sy.stem wis made (figura 5-1).

suspended from two rounds which rested on

vertlial'columns
the shelf.

The links pnssed thru a slot

A band sawed sprocket

shelf.

basis of trials

the center of the

simulated the booster.

with this mock-up this

appears feasible and little

in

On the

simple racking scheme

further study will be devoted to

the ammunition storage problem.

2.

Booster Performance
Given the gun firing

length of the external chute,
belt

rate,

the round weight,

and the assumption that the

tension immedistely abcve the booster is

design problem concerning the boos"er is

motor performance required to Rccomplish this.
ary analysis of ammunition boostor

coupled rounds in
of link flexibility.

Pssur.ed ths:

zero,

the

to find the time

available for the booster to come up to firing

first quarterly report

the

speed and the
The prelimin-

ection described in

the

there weri twenty close-

the exzernal chute and neglected the effect
These as-=umptions woulA be correct

CONFIDENTIAL
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for the ftr3t bur3t
rinter

ammunition in the
burst,

(a

.

ioxe-or,

if

the

m. azinl were not expended
in the first

likely event)

i1 is

cnceilvable

that the booster

could Pussh perhaps five
rou-.13 Into the chute
upon comple-

tion of the first

3

burst.

In

this

event,

at the st~rt
of the
second burst there
would bo only five
close-coupled rounds
in the chutes,. the
remnplnng roun~ds being
coupled together
by extended links.
The tLme nIble
7,v
for the booster to
come up to speed would
then be correspondingly
shcrter.
An
attempt was made to
analyze the nation
of the be15 by including belt flexibility.
This 4nalysis proved
quite complex and
was discarded, in favor
of the analysis described
below.
The stretch

Ing period is
(a)

of the belt during the
booster nccelerat-

maide up

The stretch

of two effects:
of the 20 round
belt due to link

flexibility.
(b)

T1e extension of the belt
arising from the fact
that the five rounds
are close-coupled
at the start
of the burst; during
the burst they are
extendedcoupled.

3

It is reasonnable to assume
that the link stretch
will
be maximum near the
gun Pnd zero
9,^di•eey
above
the booster
where the belt tension
is assum.ed to be ze-o.
With a =.timum

CONFODENTIAL
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ccý-

permissible link sirotch of 0.3 inch per round such an
assumption leqds to a mnximum belt extension of 1.1 inches
during the period in

which the booster is

Accelerating.

The extension of the belt due to the lost motion
in

the links is

tension is

3.1 inches; the total

then 4.2 inches corresponding to 1.3 rounds.

'This conversion
carried out in

If

is

made because the following analysii is

rounds per

minute.

we assume that a 28 volt,

power the booster,

it

analysis.

d-c motor is

used to

might hqve a sprocket force time curve

similar to the curve of figure 5-2,
for this

permissible belt ex-

which has been simplified

The sprocket force would be high at

stall

conditions and would decrease rspidly to the steady state
condition where it

might be 41.8 pounds corresponding

the weight of the rounds hanging on the booster in

to

the

magazine*
During the accelerating period when O< t'ta,
express the booster force
stall
(ta)

force

(Fs)

(f),

in

and the time in

pounds,

in

we can

terms of sprocket

seconds for acceleration

as follows.
fF

F

F

A1

t(51
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The booat5-' 13s s-.por' In:, "-5 r7-,ss of the 10 roundIs zt~lli In
ir

'th a m asaz In

or about 1.3 z1ug5.
-ei =2 3.9

Th umrbr of roun'13 per foot ofb.
T.he belt' -ccqlerition at the booster will be

3.610x 1.3

F3

13-.69 x1

r?-41
.81
3

t(5-21

-

At

ta

1

the en' of the tine ta, the booster speed will

equal the firi~ng race of the gun, 16.6 rounds~ per second
(1000 rounds par minute), or
-f adt.

16.6

0

ta
0

(F

3
79

F -41.3
479t

cnrrying 'iut tha Integration 9nd simplifying gives
*

159
FS +41.6

CONFIDENTIAL
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This expresses, under the assumed conditions, r~he time re£

quired-for ýha booster to come up to firing speed as a
function of booster stnll force.

During this accelerating

time, the total number of rounds entering the chute will
be given by the expression
t

t

(5-5)

ffadt dt
0 0
The rounds leaving the chute will be 16.6 ta*
The excess of the number of rounds leaving the chute over

the number entering the chute will be the permissible stretch
of' the belt, 1.35 roun~ds, or
t

16.6 ta

f
0

ffadt

13
1=

(5-6)

0

Substituting equations (5-2) and (5-4) into equation (5-6) gives
FS

652 lbs.

and substituting this value of Finto equaticun (5-4) gives
ta

=.20

seconds.
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p
h

-r*i

Tot~q1 bolt. Dull -it thr

cciliit~ir.3 rorce) + (frirltic-n

652

+

100

42

+

-'elw

+

ofould3

r

lbs.

=794

Assuming a 56 to I.gear ratio between motor n rrAture and
sp~rockoi, the required mrotor torque to produce this belt
pull

794 x4.8

.1

68

rFstimnated inertia of booster armature, gears, and sprocket
is .016 in-lb-sec 2 .
Required average armature qcceleration for P motor having a
full load speed of 6000 rpm

6000 x 27r
60 x .20

14

r~/e

2

rdsc

Peak armature accelernting torque

=Jci

2, .016 x 3140) in lb
100.5 in lb

Peak booster motor torque

68.1

+

=100.5

=168.6

in. lb at start.

For a gun having a firing rate of 500 rounds -oar minute withi
a d-c boostsr, the corresponding values Are:
161.6 lb.

F

t
ta

.3

75.6
F

+

sec

41.6

.3

Pank noto-' t o

tu

13 in.iTh it

-~

ssr

-

-
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-,, tha een

hat

o.e'ed
'no]y

hle 5tir-or. mriin power

l5-vc•-•t,
400-cycl , th-3 ph.ise 5yzr
3t
booster motor perfor-nge h- s teen
1n13
yze
to a

Of an 11,000 rrm P-c motor with different
1 t

cs.

sprocket

, the required
P ro-od on the ue

atorting chrracter-

For such C?motcr fr"LEre 5-3 show3 the 1ssumed booster
force vs.

In

time relation.

a m9nner slmrriir to that descrited above,

corresponding

the

values for n 1000 round per minute gun with an

9-c booster are
Fs = 570 lbs.
ta

.14

sec.

Peak motor torque = l16 in-lb.
and for

a 500 round per minute gun
Fs= 127 lbs.
t

a

-

.31

sec.

Peak motor torque = 19.6 in-lb.
The design of the booster shown in
progress report qssumes the performince
booster for a 1000 round per minute gun.

showed that the q-'c •otor

v

quarterly

required of the d-c
Figure 5-4 shows the

d-c booster for a 500 round per minute gun.
boosters have been made,

the first

No layouts of a-c

though a preliminiry inve3stigatlon
frame sizes for the required torques

were not reasonable.
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Becnuse Of the lnr;e molor currents
folb

that

a current

,rpe',tod,

it is

overload relay would be more sultnbie foxr

protoctive purposes than a stall
or feed

InfraIn
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switch in

the event

of 9 g-in

Jam.

-3. Gun Younting
During the last

quarter design studies of mounting

schemes for the Armour gun were
ilar
in

started.

A construction sim-

to the welded cradle and torque tube assembly proposed
the first

report for the Dixon gun is

Armour gun in
quite rigid,

figure 5-5.

shown for the

This construction,

would be unwieldy to manufacture

although probably
since accurate

machining of the surfaces which support the guns would be
carried out on the complete

nssembly.

An alternate method of mounting either of the two
guns on an interchangeable
The probable

torque tube has also been laid out.

schedules for gun development

and mount develop-

ment are such that a final

decision on which of the two 37-ram

guns now under development

will be used for Stirnger may not be

made until
in

mind,

final

mount design is

well under way.

a bolted construction seemed advisable rather than

the welded scheme shown in

figure 5-5.

the receiver of the Armour sun and In
tube is

With this

shown in

figure 5-6.

An extension welded to
turn bolted to the torque

These bolts would be reamed

ScO

in

CONFIDENTIAL
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AL'tfaZ

propqr re1itivo nltgr=,9nt of the two guns had been

obtnirzed abouý the elevnation nXis.

Alignrerit in the 31ant plane

would be r.9chined In.
Such an arrangement does not, seem feasible on the
Dixont gun.

As a re-sult q crndle is proposed (figure 5-7.ý which

cnn be bolted to the torque tu~be.

10hether such an arrangement

will be rigid enough to obtain Pcceptpble gun dispersion
patterns will require f'urther study -,when'more complete kinematic
diagrams of the gun reactions are available.~
4.Equilibrator Springs
Work has continued on the equilibrator spring problem.
Stud~ies of spiral springs such as illustrated in figure 5-8 for
the A~rmour gun and figure 5-9 for the Dixon gun have shown that
this type of spring requires too mtuch space compared with that
needed for an equivalent heli-cal spring even though the torque
diameter be reduced as shown in figure 5-8.
Accordingly, it is proposed that a helical spring,
shown in figure 5-10, for the Armour gun, be used in Stinger~.
This spring is designed to operate Rt a maxim-um extreme fibre
stress of 125,,000 pounds ipar square inch in Accordance with
the results of the confer-ence at Watertown Arsenal.
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-~out of the pro0posed new link fr' th-3 17-izi-h

rcund in teDixon guns wi3 r'eceived.

(Dixon-drawing C12OC-260).

It

was furthe- undarstood that Arrour was working on a push
through type or link, although no drawings of this link have as
yet been received. It would seem that the rounds hanging in

W:

~

the magaz ine would be.-more securely held by a push through type
of link. In oDershing the mqgazine mockup referred to earlier,9
considerable difficulty was experienced with the old links in*
tnat they released the rounds easily. No attempt had been
,made to duplic'qte the weight of the rounds in the mockup (the
mocked up rounds wesighed about six pounds.

This tenidency to

release rounds from the links might not occur in a static 'nagazine, but might be dang~erous in a moving vehicle or when the
rounds were being handled by the booster.
6.

Recoil Forces
A typical recoil force

-tire

diagram (figure"5-11)

.Y~s rece3ived from Armour Hesearch Foundntion for the soft
mounted 37 -=m gun, T172, firing at 600 rounds per minute at

normal hem-.ernture.

An attempt has been mande to compute its

equivalent In the form of a sine-cosine Fou~rier series for use
nth-9 poweo,: -control. servo qnalysis. SLuch a series would hnava
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Tna curvq wii divided

inte) m srtil1 prtrt,3 ofl 19ngth(

al1or q the time axis arnd the oz"Jinato3
m.easured.

Tho sve~rae stendy_5~tet

1:
a

(F)

)

et each point

for--a is

At.
p
30,55 lbs

p, M-I-L

The first harmonic was obt~ained by considering that
MAt

2vr

and computing the corresponding Pngle (9p) to each ordini~te,
Then
U'

F~ sin Op

22:
P=1

5995 lb.

A1

2 X
B1

=1

F PCos

Op
-899 1b,

Computation of the next, six harmonics was cnrried
out iYIL a sim~ilar manner.

The results qrs tabulsted as follows
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TABLE 5-1
F~JI~S3-IE51

Bl.

C'O'F1W'7IcITS

A0

Z10550

Al

99

B1

A2

687

B2-1591

-899

A3

76B3

A4

76

B4

-166

-A 5

481

B5

-524

A6

-55

B6

23

A7

-49

B7

185

-1I30

STRUCTURE, STUDIES

1.

Upper structure
Design wrork on the upper structure has been carried

out under the assumption that 1/2-inch nrrnor would be used to
protect the components inside the structure.

It 'is felt that

the more complex contours or the pedestal (such -is rear door
and the top which humps over the trunnion and also forms a
foundation for the scanner) would be more easily fabricated
as qnstings.

Making the top or a casting would fAcilitate us-'

semnbly since the ýrunnion an~d elavating ge-'r could be Installed.
before this castin& was boll-ed in place. (figure 5-12).

Thought
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h1as been givon to locks to fasten t*he
door in plAce.
form of a suitable lock is shown2 In
figure 5-1-3.
2.

Ono

Lower. Structure

With receipt of vehicle drawings from Detroit
Arsana1, design work was started on the
Stinger lower structure
and on adaptation of the vehicle to Stinger.
It was soon
evident that the bottom support schemeused for the twin
4-n turret in the vehicle3 would not be
suitable for Stinger;
more efficient use of the nvailable volume
In the vohicle
would be required. Work was concentrated
on a top-mounting
scheme like that presently used for the
caliber .60 Stinger.
Clearance available between the
turret and the vehicle walls.
are shown In figures 5-14 and 5-1S. The
large clearances
available enlcouraged the extension of the
turret out under
the main azimuth driving gear. 'Assembly
of' the lower structure bearing will not be compromised since
these extensions
ai'e to be bolted to the main welded frame.
Exparien~e In the rminuI'acture ~2the
mrain azimuth
bearing and gear assembly damonstr*qted than
it 'would be
desirable to oli.mInate welding of the main
frmam to the Inner
race of the bearlný3, if possible. Accordingly,
a ~issign study
of this problem wq3 =.!de -ind the proposed convoruction
Is shown
In fi-uz-3 5-li w~ilh~so shows tha proposed
inýreias
in

lower

CON FIDENTIAL.
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Azimuth Bo'ring Londs

3.

SAnnlysis
w~s m-de or the effect of the expected
ifiring

loncs on the bearing with a view to determining

the benring used for the calber

.60

if

Stinger could be used.

With a 15000 pound recoil force of one gun acting as a
static

force,

pounds Is

it

can be shown that n load of about

33,000

produced on the inner race of the bearing where

the main frame is

attached.

Considering the inner race as

a beam resting on an elistic foundntion, the following
"analysis wns made.
the function which ex-

The foundation modulus is

W

presses the ratio
beam support

of unit load to unit deformation

(in

this

case the balls

in

the

supporting the inner

Using formulas given by Ronrk the deflection of a

race).

ball against
Let:

the cuter race is

= race groove radius

rI
r!'=

race radius = -37.50

r 2 ' = ball

r2=

cplculated.

radius = + .625

-. 663 in.
in.
in.

E = Young's Modulus = 30 x
V = Poisscns Ratio =

3

106

.26

S
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(5-3)

z 42.9 x10'3

3 Q1- V2
~

i
r1
=arc

Cos

-

4
=2.4-

r,' r.

(1_11

r2'
arc cos .8088

27-4w

5-0

from tha cha;rt given in Roqrkp
a

2.9

4

1

1.41

A.-

in

13

similar mr~aner, for the deflection of' a ball

against the inner race
62
G2

? .3527
26.70

2 3.0
B2
x

=.47

1.4

Tha total deflection of the bqll

qgRlnst

the two

races (P is the load on the ball ir,pounds).
Y

5-!1)~

+ X
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The deflection of the ball and race's against
tho ball. load
is plotted in figure 5-17.
C

=Foundation

Y-odulus-

whL9 re, P and y are -as befioire

the 'Reac

bell spacing along

..

1.93 inz1hes.I

Values of C for various values o*- P are shown
In

figure 5-18.1
Let F = recoil force Pcting = 35000 lbs.j
I = Banding moment of inertia of inner race

j

4
=1.224 in.,

S

C
2 4Pmax
4g1

307.5

5-12)

4j-r

Since C is a function of' p, solv~ng by triql
gives

P

8600

1b.I

The origi.nal computqtions for this beq:'ing Indiented
that a safe force par ball was Rbout 9400 pouads.
Howevert
computations of tha contqct stresses for
both bR11 loads, 'W11
be chocked during the next quarter.

*C,
N
FD N TIAL

3!

Nýq
"-
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*

-T e derivation of the equation used in the above
.computations Is based on nn Infinitely long beam.

In using

the analysis it was felt that the inner race wns sufficientGly
flexible with respect to the foundation modulus that a reasonable approximation of.the maximum b91l lond could be found in
that way.

A miore c!omplete analysis of the bell action led to

a differential equation of the form
=YKi + K 2X~

g4
K 4
~

d 42

(5113)

.Ky
y

3

where y Is the deflection of the inner race
x is-the length of the race from the point of
application of the load
Kis K2, K., and K4 are constants
The solution of this equc~tion-is incomplete at
this time.
4.

Azimuth Power Transmission Spring Constant
In the servo equations developed in Section IV, aj

measure of the deflection of the azimuth power transmission
under load Is roquir~ed.

Since the genn box will be similar

.to the one used on the caliber .80 Stinger, It was felt thatI
a deflection analysis of thnt unit would give i meisurs of the
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spring consotant of a box which may be redesignod.

In addition,

such 9n nnnlysis would show up possible methods of improving,
th~e stiff'ness of the trensmission.
.The following factors were considered
()Torsiorlql deflection of shqfts
'b)Torsional deflection of-genr blanks
te). Bendinig and compressive deflection of the

gear teath
The following factors were Ignored as probably contributing little flexibil-ity to the system

9(a)

Radial deflection of the bearings
(b) Bending deflection of the shafts

.

Throughout the analysis it has been assumed that
the various deflectionsi are linear functions of the applied
loads.

This is not- quite true, especially with respect to

the compressive deflection of the gear teeth.

In this case

the expected deflection under the maximum npplied loa d was
computed and the corresponding spring rate determined.

Suchj

a method leads to R total spring rite bqsed cn the maximum

expected system torques; the transmission will be somewhatI
sorter for lighter loads.
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Torsional deflection of n•gear blank
Let G = Torsional modulus
P = Applied tangenftiAi 1od
ri

=inner radius of blank

-

= outer radius of blank

-

pounds

O = an4ular deflection of blank

-

radians

t = thickness of blank
G

PI27rrt

P
rr

t

A

tAr
1
f-d6

P ri

=

2n'fr

2t

ro dr
.f

1

(.

-0-

27tG ri r2

2iiGt

1- 328x1.0-8

1'i

t.

Torsional deflection of shaft,

.r

r.

r0 1

r0J

0

T

r4

Total deflection of mating gear teeth = S

8

1

Z

Z32
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.where F.= face width (inches)

yLewis form fActor
=Z

Elasticity form factor=
Modulus

E =Youngs

P

=Applied

load.

Carrying out4 the Indicated computations for each member of theI
gear train, referring all computation3 to the B-end'shaft and
summing gives the torsional spring constant for the azimuth

power gear box
K

9

=46.88

x 10- 6 rad/in lb.I

5. Rotational Moment of InertiaI
To enable the analysis of tha -power control to get
under way, a preliminary estimate of system moments of Inertiaj
in the elevation and azimuth planes was made.

These estimates

were 1256 slug ft2 in elevation and 2000 slug ft 2 in azimuth,
both of which were based on use of the Armour gun.
Mors detailed computations of the momrents of Inertia
have been undertaken.

The only one which-is complete at this

time produced a value of 1078 slug ft 2for the moment of inertia In the alevnt'ion plane using the Armour guns.
C.

*

VEHICLE
~Cleirancas betwaori the vehiale wqll~s qnd the Stinger

lower t'
sture ir3 ciiszuss,)d In pn'rq;riph B of' thIs se-ctloni.
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supported from below, the prisent hull structuro around the
turret Opening is not designed f or rigidity.

Mounting the

Stinger main bearing to the dock plates will require some
reinforcing,

especially pince t'Le hatch openings In front- and

the engine comrpartment in the reqr reduce any Inheren~t rigidity
afforded by connection to the front and rear walls of the

vehicle.

Accordingly, a proposed vehicle modification to pro-

vide more adequate support of the turret against road shocks

and firing loads is shown. in figure 5-19.I
D.

ELECTRICAL POWVER SUPPLY

9The

caliber .60 Stinger uses 28-volt, d c for pri-.

mary powier.

One ofL the nain reasons for using such a primary

supply on the caliber .60 Stinger was the requirement for
emer-ency battery operation on the self propelled mount; the
trailed vehicle hns no bntteries for emergency operation.

Consideration Is being given to changing the primary power
source from

2 8-volts,

d c to 115-voltus, 400-cycle, throo phase

The qdvqn'sE-j-s of such a change include
(a) Smaller motors may be used for aztmu-th and
elevation power drives,
(b) Radio nais3 problem is simplifi~d.
(a) Line volt,,t;o dheps -.
ijil b-3 redu_,d.
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(d) Less ccpper will be needed.
(13)

~aintenanceO on n-c motors is low.

(f) Fewer Co~utators will be used.
()Inverters will not be necessary
The disadvantages of such a change Include
(a) Filament transformer!L may be necessary.
be necesspry for 2.50 volt
(b) Dynamotors may still
d-c requirement-s since rectifiers might not
have satisfactory volta~e .regulation.
(c)

_71ectronia power supplies to take the place cff

the dynamotors might be large.I
(d) Good speed reGulation of the alternators would
be necessary.
(e) Some d c would still be necessary
(g)

Battery operation would be eliminated.

Further consideration of this change-over Is being
given to assess the detniled effect of the change.
Provision has been made on the self propelled vehialo3
for one generator mounted on the main engine -ind ror a second
generator driven by -inauxiliqry engine.

For the relatively

high elactrea~l -owe:, requlra~ents of St.in-er over that for
the turret pr,ýsently instqlled In the Vie

1

this- would =esn
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that both engines would be running whein Stizng-r w93 In use.

Alternotives to this scheme would A1nvolv,3 mounting two 15 P71
ganer~t~ors on the main engine or of providing sufficient
auxiliary engine power to drive these generators.

In this

connection consideration has been given to the use of small
gas turbines such qS are made by Air Research.

A'suitable

turbine package would be about 25 x 14 x 31 inches to which
the- generator or qlternqtor could be bolted.

Fuel'would be

Pumped from the main engine tanks by .9small booster.

Figure
This

5-20 shows a trial Installation on the vehicle sponsor.

would be unsatisfactory with respect to road clearance andI

9vulnerability.

However, it Is felt that use of auxiliary

engines for driving the generator merits furt-her consideration
in view of the reduction in main engine operating time which
could be obtained.

CON
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APPE~NDIX A
A GLOSSAIRY OF' DIRECTOR SYMBOLS
Z7-nm COMPUTE-R STUDY
*For the most part the symbols used in the Stinger
have been obtainad by combining the initials of eac-h word
of each term.

Since in ma.Lny onses the same words are used

in differer.t combiniptions, there are actually relntively
few terms to be memorized; after these are learned, additional terms will be recognized by the different combinations.
Only English letters and capitals are used.

A "correction"

to a quantity is Indicated by adding the letter C to the

symbol1 for the quantity.

Likewis~e, A "rat e" or d/dt is In-I

dicated by adding the lettir R.

Precession rates are only

Occasionally, to avoid confusion

Indicated by the suffix PR.

and duplication of lettering, a "rote" is indicated by the
presence of a dot above the symbol for the quantity.
The suffix "Sig" indicates the error which drives a

Symbol definitions areI

particular servo,, such ns "LLG sig."

based upon the assumption that LBL and VBL are introduced,
as precession rates.

Symbols not used In computer T26 are

identified by an iwsterisk.¾
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A

-Tnrgetl

AD

-Angle

AK

approqch angle,
or departure
=oot1hL~r9 constant (AK

-Bnsla

=.330)

("tAiding Constant")
ALL

loneral lead (ALL =,LL

-Approximate

Angular momentum- of gyro, (AýM

AM

=

-LLC)

1w)

APV

-Average

AVL

-

Approximate- vertic*l lead (.AVL =-VL

BCV

-

Ballistic corrections to velocityI

projectile- velocity
-VLC)

(BCV=Q-ZCV+wcýV+TCV+McVC")
BV

-

Basic projectile velocityI

CA

-

Component angle (between LG and LWG)

ýCT

-

Cross tilt

DO

-

Present slant range

DOR

-

Range rate

DP

-

Future slant range

FA

-Firing

FE

-

Firing elevati~on (with. respect to d~eck)

-

Forward tiltI

FT

azimuthi (as read by dials after orientation)

GYS- Gyro elevation (GYE = PS

VW~).

-

Also, %-YS only

SqUa13 true gyro elevation (&ya) when ?S3ig
and VLG31g
~A

0

=0.

off accelerration feedback i.n darvsiztion

-Constant

CON F'DEN PAL
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4 P.R?S
I-a

Constant in fiist settlinc caircuit (YisS
-R

Constant in rAte lag stAbilizati~on

-D

Constpnt of FA and PS~ dampin

KVcL

circuit
aV/M
9/

ConstAnt usedi in computing VCR? (KVC

RD,)

angle, present to ruture position

-Lead

Lateral bp.llistics lead in LB plane

LU3
LBL

ballistic leAd angle In LL plans

-Lateral

(LBL = WBL
LBPR

+

UlWL

Lateral ballistic preces33ion rate (LBR

-

Lead with respect to gyro; gyro deflection

LG *LGBL

-

LAteral grpvity ballistic leand

LGPR

-

Lateral gravity precession rate

UGR

LGR + LHPR)

of change with respect to tire cff W'

-Rate

' Lateral lead angle, line of sight to target

UL

future position
Lateral lead correction (from cs-m)

LLC
LW

-Lateral

lead, -yro to gun (9also called lateral

gyro deflection)
LOS

-

Line of sight

LP

-

Lateral precession

LL

-

Lateral precession lea~d

LPR-F,

servo (LPR

Lateral precession rnte nt LIFI

t!Atoral pr-3-.@S3icn rqt'% of' Cyroszope (UR0:

ULi?

L:u

CON FIMENTIAL
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Lataeral, precession torque
input to lAteral precession rtorque multiplier

-RF

(LPY - sin L

. 003

L.?

1,S

Leteral sleht angle, gyro to line of sig1~t.

LSW

Lateral motion of combining Fless (LSM _*.15 LS)

LTG

-Lateral

torque component perpendicul~ar to gyro

spin axis "LtG ='LPT zee LLG)

U.

UT
XB L

-Lateral

wind ballistic lead

LV#T R

-Lateral

wind precession rate

MV

-Initial

muzzle velocity

M4VC

-Muzzle

velocity correction (WIr;

-Muzzle

velocity correction to velocity

V~C V

1000 yps)

WV

PE

-Predicted

PL

-Precession

PR

-

Gyro line angular rate (precession

-

Precession rate of fast settlinG. (PRFS

*PFFS

PTI

-Projectile

QE

-Quadrant

elevation (from compu~ter).
lead
rate")
PIR

+

S

SLR)

tiine Interval
elevation (predicted line with respe-t-

to gravity) ((.E = P," + T)
0QEC

-

QE~-

Quadrant elevation correction
Quadrant elevation correction to velocity

HC

Slant range at cross-over (RC

RC~1?

-

Rc

Range correction to response faltor.

ID -

Ralakiva air density In, p-ýrcentI

R-2

Gyro r-3sponse factor rato per ua:lt

lead-qngla

CON FID ENTIAL
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S
SeRp,

angle, gyro to line of sigh)t (S =AK sin L).

-Sight

-

SE -

Smoothing'correc'tion. to resiý;n~e factor
Scqrner- elevation (with respect to zero FE line3)

SLE

-

Sight line elevation (with respect to zero FE line)
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-
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-
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-

Fahrenheit temperature
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-
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-
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TF

-

Time of flight
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-

Time rate of change of time of flight
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-
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lateral precession rate (TLPI
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+
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*VBPR
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c
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Vertical precession land
Vertical1 precession rate

V?

-

VPr.

-Vertical

V-

precession torque

RE' Input; to vertical precession torque multiplier
-VF

sin L

RF)

sin LG
sight angle, gyro to line of sight

VS

-Vertical

VSM

-

Vert-icnI mot-ion" of com~bining glass (VSM'

-

Computer reference voltage (VT =Vt)

-

Vertical torque component perpen~dicular to gyro

VT
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-Wind
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Retardation coefficient
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True FA

Ao

-

True present
Ballistic

Door

SE

,.. (Rps)/C.

RD

1

FA - EFA

Af

C8 . 1

Lor .37-=,

(sec3s")
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(observed)

coefficient with respect

-
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-

Relative retardation,
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to G 8 .1 ,Units:psi

fire'

secs"

EA-

Azimuth tracking error

EE-

Elevation trncking error

Ef

-

True FE = FE -EFE

E
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Overall director Gun error in azimuth

EFE-

EA

Overall director gun error in

elevation

lend angle L

EL
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Error in

EN
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linearity
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potentiometer
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gye

-
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Drag coefficient
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-
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-
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Eeaviside differential operator (px =
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-
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=

-

-

)
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-
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